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Last week’\v«-'•poke ot «mIuc-ation as
-fold in its natim --physieal. mental and
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Mi*- humm L-iny. Ha\iny in that article given
aid ntkm to tin ti;-t. m physical education,
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of words to I he exclusion of ideas, only to :
h<- forgotten the next day.
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Ichabod still lives

: for most of our schools. e\en
famed Boston public schools we arc informed
—though we trust it is false—and the college of only second repute in this s*tale, as one of its students

tli

practice this i
old m rbatim system.
Not a bit more foolish i< the
pool fond mother who, encouraged by the minister,
sits little John or Mary
to < ommit by heart” the |

informed

vis a

few months since.—still

impure- What i> this invisible but mightiest of •.■milt.- Bible as
It there is any thing
we often see.
mugs Mind; its nature; the laws of ii< growth;
that could make a child loathe and hate that sacred
md

v\ bat its proper food. Am.
my stage-, and m healthy condition, the
emd ;a:).
likened to the •>::] dumb; ring in the
o
urn; p*rver
ad its part-: mostly invisible abut with the •■onditinns which l'avwr germinai<

:i-

h*. at. nioMun A
little by little,—lir-t Uron lrai and root, then trunk, branches, leaves
id. tb a. i-. t grows into tie monaivb «>!' tie
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Fort HilI--Public Library—liniversalist Centenary Meeting-Installation of Rev. John
De Witt—Wendell Phillips—A Midsummer
Night's Dream—Annie Clark’s Benefit—M iss
Maggie Mitchell—Annie Cary—Gen. McLellan
in Boston—Weather.
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«^-t)ur tricnds who may have communications, obva?i.ms, facts, suggestions, or anything of interest,
rt.-lining to this department, are requested to commitrate the same i.• Dr. l’utnam Simonton, Searsport, who
•via prepare tin- -itnc tor publication; ii of sufficient ini-
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Correspondence cl the journal.

book forever, it would be that list less and terrible
labor, which by making a dunce of him -a\e- making Of him an infidel; that's all it does.
same thing happens in secular stmiIn this method of mere word-learning, which
n«
muehos the soul w ith a single ray of light
and iov. about the only thing to show for it is a lifelong disgust for the studies so pursued. Thus we

Precisely the

i*.

himself to lie, just now paid of me.’’
“And that is?”
“That he is a coward."
“You may say what you please Monsieur le
Comte. Those who know me would not beWhen this faithful lute recorded
lieve you, and those who do not—mv faith
All my spirit felt to thee;
what care I. what they think?”
And that smile the song rewarded—
“And thou art a Frenchman!"
Worth whole rears of fame to me 1
Mo one but a Frenchman could have thrown
so much disdain as he did into the “thou.”
Night' of song, and nights of splendor.
Fill'd with joys too sweet to last—
The strawberry-eater made no reply, but
like
the
tender.
that,
■Toys
starlight,
turned his head and called “Garcon!” The
While they shone, no shadow cast.
poor trembling creature came up again, wonThough all other happy hours
From my fading mein’ry fly,
dering what new dilemma was prepared for
il that starlight, of those'bow. r-.
him, and stood quaking some yards off.
Not a beam, a leaf shall die!
“Garcon,” said the stranger, “istherea room
vacant in the hotel
THD DUELLIST.
“Without doubt, monsieur
A large one?”
f 11 the year 183—there lived at Bordeaux
“But certainly. They are ail large —our
the last—of one of the last—of a long line of
scoundrels rvho had made that part of France apartments
Then engage tin largest for me lor to-day.
infamous (to our ideas) by a succession ot
and another—no matter wliat —for Monsieur
cold-blooded murders, committed under the
le Comte.”
sanction of what people were pleased to call
Monsieur. 1 give my own orders when necthe code of honor. This was a certain Comte
said {lie Count.
essary,
de V-. a man of great physical strength,
‘■I thought to save you the trouble, (jo, if
imperturahhle sang Iroid,and relentless cruel(said he to die waiter.) “and prety. Not a had sort of companion,assume said, you please”
rooms.”
when the fit—the dueling fit—was not on pare my
Then the
returned to his
him; lmt this came on once in about si x months strawberries.strawberry-eater
The bully gnawed bis lip.
and then he must have blood, it mat'ers little
He could not make head or tail of his phlegwhose. lie had killed or maimed hoys ofj
matic opponent. The eirele grew alittle wider,
sixteen, fathers of families, military officers, |
for a horrid idea go abroad that the Count had
advocates,
journalists,
peaceful country gen- j not found one who
was likely to suit him, and
tlemcn. 'Clio cause of no importance; if one j
ditl not present itself readily, lie made one; | that he would have to seek elsewhere what
he wanted.
always contriving that, according to the code j The murium- that went round roused the
aforesaid, he should be the insulted
i
NIGHTS OF MUSIC.

milting

Might.- of music, nights of loving.
host too soon, remember'd long.
When we went by moonlight roving.
Hearts all love, and lips all song.

to write i:

the great braggart was rendered
l'or many a long day. That
number one ca.wod him to see fifty suns beaming in the firmament with his right eye; that
number two produced a similar phenomenon
with his left; that number three obliged him
to swallow a front tooth and to observe the
ceiling more attentively than he had hitherto
done. And when one or two other thats had
completely cowed him, and he threw open
the window and called for help, the strawberry-eater look him by the neck—well, another and lower part, and (lung him out of it
on to the tlower-bed below.
'The strawberry-eater remained a month at
Bordeaux to fulfill his promise of giving the
count his revenge.
But then again the bully
met with more than his match.
The strawberry-eater bad Anglo for a master as well
as Owen Swift, and after a few
passes the
count, too eager to kill his man, felt an
unpleasant sensation in his right shoulder.
The seconds interposed, and there was an
end of the affair, It was his last duel. Some
one.produced a sketch of him as he appeared
being thrown out of the hotel window, and
ridicule—so awful to a Frenchman—rid the
country of him. The strawberry-eater was
alive when the battle of the Alma wa fought
and is the only man to whom the above facts
arc known who never talks about them.

unpresenta.

A precocious boot-black lately informed an inFarmers’ Allmiwx. Josh Billings has quisitive individual of this
city that then* was but
just prepared a burlesque upon the old fash- one mountain in Massachusetts and that was being
ioned Farmers’ Almanac, full ot weather prog- shoveled
down now. He referred to Fort Hill,
nostications, family receipts and moral advice historic Fort
Hill, that uol many years ago could
to farmers.
of
is
the
New
Carleton,
York,
boast ot being the most fashionable
ot the

We make the following extracts
from this work for 1870, which is stated to he
“tew years since leap-year, and ninety-four
years since the Amerikan people left Grate
Brittain tew take care ov herself, and started
a snug little biz/.iness ov their own, which I
am instrukted to state iz
paying well. Containing all that iz necessary for an nllminnx,
and a good deal besides."
When a rooster crows, he crows :dl over.
A nil milk cow is stepmother to every
man’s baby.

publisher.

roots are

tint whetstuns

ov

edy

with its

quarter

elegant residences, pretty park,

and
line shade trees; but now one of the
poorest, dirtiestaiul most dilapidated sections of Boston. It is
situated between Milk and Summer Streets, run-

ning southerly to the bay—directly in the heart of
the business part of the city; and as the encroachments of business drove away the former occupant*
their place* have been tilled with a low class of residents.

But now even these are obliged to fly beall-conquering demands of commercial inIt is really interesting to visit these now
deserted and partly demolished dwellings—on<
fore the
terests.

soeietv.

It'amanhaint got a well balanced head I the homes of
luxury and ease—and to trace in the
like tew see him part his hair in the middle.
manvd and defaced w o I -work, the broken fragiz
like
eolone
to
he
water,
smelt
Flattery
ments of marble, and soiled bits of rich paper tinj
>• d
Aim mile!) upon tr-ailment depends w heUiov, not swallowed.
have known hundreds of youths spend years in j
evidence of former splendor and beauty. Fvery
There
iz
be
one
t sliali
Ui<- punyn.mse-n-.dv eramped in 11‘aronly
good substitute for the
memorizing the textbooks, and. come to the real
endearments ov a sister, and that iz tin- en- tiling is to be levelled, even to the hill itself. Abo\e
or on the harren -o.| 'hall heroine the
bie boy sail!,
it is being shoveled down”, and upmeaning of the. thing, except this jingle of words,
dearments ov some other phellow's sister.
■■•d >liai! rise to Ih
wgy dw arf. u by pr-p- r
they know nothing; and in the day when real
He whom the good praze, and the wieked 01 the improved land are to rise elegant warehouse*
tb* glory of Us kind.
knowledge is required will be found like the boy in
hate, ought tew be satisfied with hi/ repnta- an 1 first-class places of business.
And, ton, like the »*:• k and all organized beings,
histon class which had^tixcd things tor a public
shun.
The Public Library of Boston, located upon Bov 1mind m ows by and inexact likeness to that it
examination. "James, who came upon earth a
Men generally, when they whip a mule, stob street, t* always a
place of interest to strong
:
on.
i*'u!-that like bege«s ]ik( (rod Ini'written
long time ago to be the Saviour of men,” said the j
sware: the mule renumbers the
swaring, but era, as well a> our own citizens. It is a handsome
11
immutable law m all reated things.
lonelier. “Napoleon Bonaparte/' “Xo.no. Wasn’t'
the
l'orgits
licking.
edifice, built like many ot tie- public buildings ,u
Fr uii this
learn that fhl- mind.loive. what* it Jesus Christ:” “Xo.thir; Jesus Christ's
About the hardest thing a piiellow kan do.
boy was
Boston, of ori-k tastefully trimmed with dark
r ii- exonvi ii- but a wee tiling in infaney and
ick and didn't come.”
is to spark two girls at oust, and preserve a
BUTLER'S TROPHIES.
brow t stone. It is two stories it; height and hahit Ihood. and •mu bear hut little presiuv ami hard1>
v[anv public educator-. gra\e doctors ol 1MThe reported arrest of General Butler in good average.
lts
hails and cozy apartments well lighted
and that as its
up without brwik aim injury
Going tew law iz like skinning a nu milk andspacious
vinity As we have often hoard argue in favor of
New
York, for one of his transactions in eow
ventilated. Whoever planned and arranged il
so
it tire is hut small,
n
tbud. both in puantity
for her hide, and giving the beef tew the
ihi- system, because, they say. it put scholars into
this city in the way of appropriating pria i in kind, r
certainly ha-1 an eye to comfort and coin i-nieuee a*
piires iIn bin small.
do- u-< «.»f better words than it they got the ideas
vate property, may result in placing on re- lawyers.
Aa l yet most
ia«
and
Ihts
The time lew be earefnllesl iz when we well as beauty. Situated as it i- inelo-e proximitv
peopli—parents.
Tn the lessons and clothed tlicrn in theirown words,
party,
cord proofs of otto of the many charges
to the Public Garden and Common, it i- especially
have a hand full ov trumps.
botil authorities, so fu* as we have observed—ami which we claim is the true
bully.
way. Then by this ar- thus having the choice of weapons; and he j
which have been made against him. The
The man who has just found out that he in the summer season, a delightful place of resort
“Monsieur,” lie hissed, “has presumed to
r oba rvatioiis
among the people of out* mate
was deathly witli the small sword.
It
isdifii-.
the
memorized
which
account is confused, the persons are impropgument
parrot
elegantly
kant afford to burn green wood, has taken hiz. And yet the usages ot the library are -itch that but
tin schools of New Kngland have be* n ••unecult for us to realize a state ol society in which j make use of a word which among men of honsays—■* Polly wants a cracker’- is better educated
erly described, and the sum is greatly exag- fust lesson in ekonomv.
or—”
a -mall proportion of the
at
in
mind
i
t at
tin*
such
a
wild
to
think
beast
could
he
to
at.
reading population
young
nnpl*.—M-em
permitted go
But
there
was a ease in which the
and. of more account than the child who says the
gerated.
“I beg your pardon
A lie iz like a kat, it never conies tew von avail tliemselvv- of its
; hut we know it to be historically true j
privileges, lienee tin -.
addin.; i-,a big -a-ket inm which any amouu
mentioned
are said to have been de•ame thing in uncouth speech—*• Want somthen large
family
“which among men of honor—”
in a straight line.
tensive patronage of Holliday’s, Borings an-! othei
that such creatures were endured in France: (
manner »t thing-—light and heavy, bard and
vei."
In our eyes one such child, leaving ideas of
"But what can Monsieur le Comte possibly spoiled of silverware and other property by
The longest-lived thing I kno ov iz a nickiusf as we are assured that there were at one.
circulating libraries. It is a noticeable fact that of
iii.estib'e and indigestible may be rightly put : it own and
violent
acts
of
General
it
Butler:
and
is
interof what is felt among men of honor?”
know
expressing them in its own coarse way, time wolves in
name,
the people who frequent the Publi. Library, mo-t
Yorkshire; only the less noi-n*t*h amt grow from tlii' putting into it. till
red, from the institution of the charge in New I Most men
i- a- much above all the polished verbatim parrots
asked the other with a shrug of incredulity.
go through 1 i 1 <■ az rivers go tew of them are person- of leisure. The annual
some vermin had a harder time of it as eivilza*it« soon ii will take in not only the entire w* Id,
Yotk, that it has been ascertained that a por- the
report
“Will
or
I in the w »rld as mind is above mere brute force. tion
will
with
me,
you light yourself
sea, by following the lav ov the ground.
Of the trustees gives only 17,00b card-holder- and
progressed than was dealt out to the hution of the articles did not reach the public
\i•«1 ami hi- uui\er>e also. Tims many a time
; A nd this eternal committing of words, year after
The grate ery ot the world imw daze iz,
;
you not ?” roared the Count, goaded to fury.
man brute.
Iurther states that is probable tliatonlv a small perv
vv,
-eet: Mm bom; who ought to be whittling
“If monsieur le Comte will give himself the Treasury, hut has been traced to the pos- “What's trumps?”
! year, book alter book, i- oniy trying to make parThe latest exploit'of the Compte de V-!
•
session of Gi tteral Butler.
The outlines of
lie
mallest of iaek-kni\e-. and girls who
centage of this number i were inconstant or even
trouble
to accompany me to the apartment
iz
like
lot- of people, and i- the only thing in which the
if
it
earthenware,
j
iz,
Friendship
to
the
I
previous
story am about to tell, was
the Twiggs ease, as popularly believed, are
g 1 i’
to be playing with the tinvest ot dulls, put,
broken it can he mended, but love iz like a occasional use of the library. In extent il t--aid
! v-iein l- successful.
to goad a poor young student into a
challenge,: which, no doubt, is now prepared forme,” re- these: Before the fall of (he city, General
to rank only second to any
Ii-d. voided and licked into long daily lessons
once broken, that ends it.
library in ..wintry,
mirror,
\Y
the
“1
believe in idea- a- the cwels; word* only and when it was represented to him that the plied
will satis fy him.”
stranger, rising,
Twiggs, who had been in command of the
•iwmmar. geography', history, rhetoric, Are.
A
I don’t kno ov enny thing on the fare ov having upon it- -helves a collection of l.'kt.ooo
“Good.” said the other, kicking down his
never held a sword in his life; so that it
; tic -wine and wrapping paper in which they are
boy
for
the
had
Confederates,
city
resigned, from tins earth more remorseless than !> per cent. volumes, or 70 volumes to every 100 persons in the
Xpert young and feeble children to perforin carried to market. The former
gives true riches; would he fairer to use pistols, replied that chair: “I am with you. i waive the usual i age, aggravated by acute disease, and lie j
manual laifti ..Midi grown .and strong persons.
; interest.
city. From its foundation it lias been the recipient
I only beg to observe that I hud been carried
Ha latter, though glittering with tinsil. i- paper “Fools sometimes make mistakes with pis- preliminaries.
away from the city in a
Lhere iz a grate ileal <>v ilitliTence between of most munificent donations. The upper,or Batetit for the studies \\ lii* li only matured and
am without arms; hut if you—”
the
and
next
ran
him
tols,"
morning
still, and adits -careelva dime to one’s possessions.
through
failing condition. lie (lied soon afterward, entluring misfortunes, because wc rxpekt to, Hall, derives it- name from one of itr minds hear with safety and prolit.
“Oh! don’t trouble yourself on that score,”
the lungs. The evil fit was on him; hut the
Ami a- to this
acquiring the use of elegant lanleaving an infant son, who, in right of his and entluring them beciuse we are obliged donors. There i- also it collection of booksprincipal
\ ! wh.it age then .-hall a child he put to liir Mum
said
the
with
a
blood
thus
smile.
“If
shed
him
for
another
half
presentstranger,
grim
quiefed
you mot her, was the owner of the fine,largo house
guage." lie idea method has great advant age- over
one iz paslmnee, the oilier iz mere sul- ed
are
not
and
follow
me.”
ami wii; t the ]«i*«»p< r ^l!i»ii« ! .1 i
rather
afraid,
The
more, for public opinion
by Theodore Parker. The most important bein which General Twiggs had lived. Before lie to;
the verbatim one; for this latter at best is only gar- year,
lenness.
This
he
said
in
!
was unfavorable, and the air of Bordeaux bea voice sufficiently loud for
iw r\-ry when,
nefaction of tlii- year is that of Thomas G. Applewr
believe, pul* :’.ur y< ar>
left, the General made dispositions of articles
ment- borrowed from many persons at various
When 1 see an old man marry a young ton, who secured for the
the nearest to hear, and the eirele parted right of
came too warm for him.
a
11 tin
age; bin had P b eu lixe-I al six. in
as presents to friends,
library the collection of enpersonal
property
time-: many of .hem laid off and not to be found
I
consider
him
out.
on
a
wife,
bust, I gr:i\ ings in Home of the late Cardinal Tosti. mtmBut the scandal blew over after a time, and and left, like startled sheep, as the two walk- and
starting
judgment :t would have been far better; for when wanted:
others in places of security,ap- for 1
|
deposited
worn
out
too
with
many
am reminded ov the parable in tile Bimuch, he came hack to his old haunts, one of which ed toward the house.
ndi
ok-id Tab!
progro* may he made by
! prehending that sort ot spoliation which did ble about new wine anil old bi.ttle>.
I bering some 10,000. The largest number of ropieusi : many got out of style and hung up as scarewas a cafe by the river side, where
W as there no one to call the police? no come. General
of anyjiook bought this year is 17, of Gates Azar.
mart childrei in early lie.ruing, so as, when
many
after his arrival and
Butler,
I
.•r<>w-.-—while the person, young or old. whoeul- used to
spend their Sunday. Into the little one to try and prevent what to all seemed im- ! when General Twiggs was dead, took pos-be 1 out to show ihfir liiu-- part *, a six- ear old
i which is certainly a compliment to Mi- 1‘help*,
th ate- the habit of clothing ideas in his own lanA Movixu Sekmox.
?
a
of
this
minent
Not
soul!
The
dreaded
duellist
establishment
our
Wehavetlicsubjoinwolf
garden
swag'toui'h "tie minister" and other folks,—vet
session of the house of General Twiggs as ed discourse, delivered by a southern divine, There lias also been a large addition made to the
guage learn- to w-ar his own clothing, which i- ul- gered one line summer afternoon, with the had his evil lit on. and every one breathed
at tie1 expense of
muHi early brain.lor-v
I his head-quarters.
Every thing in the house who had removed to a new field of labor. i books for tin- blind— he it-e of which i- constantly
at
hand,
a
little
coarse
he
and
dark
now
that
knew
look and nervous twitching of freely
the victim was selec- was
waybad-fitting per- heavy
to the uses of the General,
h ought to in-saved up tor future' -rvi e, iuappropriated
increasing.
haps, -o as to excite the mirth of silly people, but the hands which those who were acquainted ted. Moreovr no one supposed it would his stall', and the coterie of males and females To bis new llock, on the first day of 11is minis1 of tor» early expending it: just a* tin Mime
j
tration, he gave some reminiscences of his
Just a (a ntwry ago tin Rev. -John Murray < aim
who get through the world far better than those with him knew well meant mischief.
The end there.
he gathered about him, to those nightly feasts
t .*a\ing up hifirst little gains lay- a solid
former charge, as follows :
i to this country and -eminent < d preaching the doc1 he count amt Ins inend (y)wi-rc ushered
tit was on him; consequently he found
poor folks who have constantly to hide their nakod- evil
for which the place became noted. This apn-litlon for future wealth an-l its goods, while
himself the centre of a circle which expanded into the apartment prepared for the latter,
My beloved brethering. before 1 take my trines of (Tuvcrsalisni. In honor of tliis event the
edness under borrowed apparel.
propriation included the clothes and jewelry text,
1 mast tell you about my parting with I'niversalists of this
who expends them as inevit-dav remains at hi<
as he went on.
This did not displease him. who, as soon as the waiter had left, took off of tin: married
What the world want- is teachers who are ilicmvicinity held a meeting on
of General Twiggs,
daughter
t
old congregation.
On the morning of
\.-I oi poverty and it woe
He liked to he feared. He knew he could his coal and waistcoat, and proceeded to move wife of an absent <
selves books. who are to pul out the ideas to be
onfederate oflieer. Desir- my
Wednesday evening at tin.*’School Street Church
I
Sabbath
went
the
last
into
duration
-insists of two thing-. T get ideamake a quarrel when he chose, so he looked the furniture, so as to leave the room free for
|
meeting-house (Dr. Miller’s) for tin purpose of inaugurating *i
taught: -ay grammar or geography, in familiar
ing to state the case moderately, wo forbear to
around for a victim.
what was to follow—tlu* Count standing with to
e
mind, j: si as tea tils carry corn to the mill; talk, with abundant
preach my farewell discourse, dust in centennary work. The church was crowded to it,
the scenes in which, and sort of per- j
report
illustrations, to the scholars.
of
me
sot
the
old
front
lathers
and
mothers in
At a table almost in the middle ot the gar- folded arms, glaring at him the while.
The sons to whom these
wli-m tin mind ha* it' iva-ming ‘.acuities :-ufAt the next reciting time to question each thortrophies were exhibited, [! Israel; the tears coursed down their furrow- utmost capacity, and the occasion was one of great
sat a man of about thirty-live
decks
cleared
for
the
of
den,
action,
ut; v dev 1 -p< n to work the*e ideas up into
being
stranger
years
j or the distribution which is said to have, been
oughly <>u 1 he f'.rmer exercise; then talk on a little
| interest throughout. Addresses were made by Hon.
c
-n
di’Vci-n i<l- is. 'ti't 1 tin mill grinds
age, of middle height, and an expression ot locked the door, placed the key on the man- ! made of the spoils. Not satisfied with the ed cheeks; their tottering forms anti quiver- Richard
farther into the -object, again to question as before. countenance which at
Frothiugliaiii. Hon. Israel Washburn Jr.
I ing lips breathed out a sail fare ye well. Broth |
;
behind
and
said
first
struck
oue
as
him,
mild
tle-piece
.:
and holt* it into muir. Now
nn
contents of the house, as he found them, Gen! Wie n the- •• la<- lia< made progress, the scholars and
Re\. F. C. Holies—formerly of Portland now redder Watkins—ah!
Behind
lliem
sot
the
mid“I
think
lie
have
was
a
readlittle;
you might
good-humored.
helped
i oral Butler instituted inquistorial searches
engaged
--hit-mood is tii age. .ui-ina all other-, when a
The offermen and matron- : health and vigor ing in Hrooklyn—and Rev. Dr. Miner.
! may «:ir<T‘:illy r* i• 1 some ‘rood text books on the ing a journal, which seemed to interest him, but never mind.
Will you give me your a!- after
:
n.sr- of sight,
supposed articles of furniture and pieces dle-aged
a-rinding-, though the
beamed from every countenance: anti astliey ings made to the centennary fund amounted t"
Hut if you had teachers of and eating strawberries, ail
V
trillion
for
live
minutes
particular <tudicwhich
occupation
of properly which lie was informed General
-j
.i
un iliiig. tasting and th. toueh, bear milj
1 in ing
looked up I could see in their dream’, eves— Sio.ooo, which sum i- vpe*-ted to !.« largely inil\
'i t. there i- not a school but would be
does not call forth any latent strength of char“Perfectly.''
had caused to he removed before he
I
mill, tie brain, which
n> ...f imar to th-• mind
fare ye well. Brother Watkins-—ah ! Behind creased.
“Thank you. 1 am, as I have told you, a Twiggs
|
i greatly W u- titte l by burning up every text book acter. Above all he was profoundly uneonleft
the
General
Butler
had
taken
into
in-w
bnu-Uug re a-oiling pmv-'i-*. i»y and by, *■ \e(• pt readers an.l speller-.
them sol the boys and girls that I baptized
sciousoftlie presence ofM. le Coiutc d'e V-, Frenchman, but l was educated in England his own city.
|
service
a negro servant of General j
On the same evening, in another section ol the
ii asarang-- an-l work up into what you
and gathered into the Sabbath school. Many
llad 1
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feet, and frequent recalls testified the delight
ii two; then why arc these tender children— ey: for in planting time when every hour is preer, I should be spared the pain of seeing a of my hands; and, if 1 mistake not, 1 am sword was
given up to the Government. Its was the God of the present to whom David ap- of the audience in her splendid acting. She was
cious, Jim or John spends a whole pleasant afterON of them sjckly—kept in that had air, on those
behave himself very rudely.”
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same package were two other swords of being.
light enjoy day Warren was in his best humor,Meyers
and his original hit“Do you know who 1 am ?” asked the in the box ?” said the Count, gelling a little honor,
■luce those terrible spine and hip diseases w liieli father and grand-father did before him.
to General Twiggs, present- in the midst of night, the children of immorbelonging
We have carefully studied this unnecessary loss Count, half turning ffis back upon him, and pale.
..in of every ten of the « hildren thus treated
ed by other Legislatures, all very costly. tality keep their youth amid the snows of age.” brought the house down frequently in bursts of
as much as to
laughter. The “Oh Lord!" of this lvmarkabh
“Exactly. Just as you took advantage But among the articles captured with it were [Madame Swetehine.
say,
ly grave, or wearily to b ar about a body for manyycars, and have no douht it is at least lo facing the lookers-on,
observe how I will crush this poor of your skill in the small sword wilh poor we have said, some articles of valuable
is enough to make the bluest person in
genius
d am! deformed forever!
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Shniue, shame, per cent, annually of the value of all the things so “Now
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creature.”
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and the ease against General Butler in New
young 15—.”
not. wln*!t their lew minutes are over, send exposed; for the loss is not simply so much iron
“But it is degrading, brutal!"
“Monsieur,” replied the strawberry eater,
York must relate to the removal of this prop- tells the following:
Miss Maggie'Mitchell tinishes a very smv»*s>ful
and steel rusted away, so much wood perished,—
!u out nit" tlii* sunshine ami home tor better
j
with perfect politeness in his tone, “I have
“An old scrub of a dump-cart horse, work“My dear Monsieur, just consider. You erty, the failure to make return to the Govnext
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week.
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Keeause ol tiiis. Many a kind and good but the instrument made weak soasto break in the
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possibly tracing some one of ing at the grading of the railroad on the high Parepa Rosa appears at this house with her splendid
it- r have we known abused, the school
ready midst of pressing use; thus causing the loss of
of my life, T am tiic Comte de kilogrammes heavier than 1 am. 1 have sel- them into Butler’s
“Death
possession. Supposing rocky hill just south of Crown point ravine, opera troupe in January.
broken up by the parents, because sending days, perhaps, as well as of money, lo replace it.
dom seen so line an outside. If you were to 1; the dispatch to be true, this is
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Bv the wav, .European papers are tilled with
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If there was ever a ease for the would bankrupt its owners without delay; every place was one with two gray eyes flashed like B-had got over your guard il would have | commenced, it is worth while, all the
started to run away. Uecklesslv on the continent. Miss Cary is a Boston lady and
same, bellious, and
merchant, bank and corporation, with such leaks, lire, and a mouth that set itself firmly.
"ti- ruelty to animal soeietv, this is it.
gone hard with you. Blit, then, I shall only; to recite one of the many incidents which sloshing about in the dark, he plunged over a has not been studying long in Kurope.
“The Comte De Y-,” he repeated, in a black both your eyes, and deprive you of a show that such a course of
Again, hi those good old days of leliabodt ranelhe would soon follow the way to destruction so many
proceeding would stone wall sixteen feet high, then rolled sixty Cien. McClellan was in the city the first of the
low voice.
tooth or so. unhappily in front, whereas you not tie
tliod • »I study was to commit every word in the of their company have already gone.
Orleans Picayune. feet further down the hill into an open cut week, in company with several other distinguished
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“That is enough,” said the bully, starting you please. When 1 have done with you, York,” was the reply.
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eheinistry, tie., were all to he learned b\
scratched and bruised. The ■overing the walks and pavements with a hard, unBlack I’aint for Ironwork. A varnish for hours at this address,” Hinging him a card.
your revenge—even with the small-sword, don,” he responded.
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except
ung children by rote as they would some simple ironwork can lie made as follows: Olilain some
The forty dollars ditference is simply taken railroad folks gave him to some boys, who
“I shall not trouble myself to seek Monsier if you please. At present, bully—coward
yielding coating of snow, tiymnastie performances
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1 serv
from our pockets by various acts of congress, rigged a windlass and hoisted the old fellow yvorcof
rhyme, ran any tiling he conceived of good clean gas tar, and
le Comte,” replied the strawberry-eater, calm- —knave, take that, and that, and that!”
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until il run.
"le absurd, • ruel and therefore
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nn,i -Iml\ liiiulieriier n,e mind with halt hour.
■■Then I shall say of Monsieur what he. per- good as
it is true, neverlhele
ITliUF.
Vpply hot.
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CONGRESSIONAL.
1 'in', -ill. Iu the Senate after the announcement
oftlie standingoommittcos Mr Kdmimdsgave notice
that on Friday he would cal up the House resolution concerning the Fight Hour law.
Bills were
introduced in regard to an international coinage
and to repeal all laws requiring test oaths. Ilcsolu! ions were offered in regard to ratification of con-titutional amendment-, to bounties for colored
-oldiers calling upon the President for information
in regard to affairs in Cuba, concerning the Winnipeg rebellion, the Canadian reciprocity treaty,
and whelhcr any Slates uere violating the provisions of the fourteenth amendment. The bill to relieve about ."ski persons named from political disabilities was passed. The joint resolution providing
that upon the final adoption of the fifteenth amendment all disabilities shall cease was taken up and
> misidered, after which the Senate went into
executive session and adjourned.
In the House Mr. Havis introduced a bill to aboli-ii duties on foreign coals. Mr. Mungan. of Ohio,
introduced a bill to exempt from taxation ex-soldier-and-adors of the I'nited States to the same
extent as the property of bondholders. The House
in Vmmiittee of The whole considered tho Census
bill until three o'clock, when the committee rose
and the House adjourned.
Due. Pth. In the Senate the Vice President pre-ciited a communication from the South Carolina
Legislatin'' a-king < mgrt— to recognize the indenetulenee di’ Cubit. A bill was introduced fixing
the -al.urv oftln- <'hiof Justice of the Supreme Court
at si:!,Obit and that "f A-sociate Justice at 810.000
11di jn r annum. The Judiciary Committee reported a bid relating to the appellate jurisdiction oftlie
supreme Court, denying the authority oftlie court
;
question the decisions oftlie political department
ot tin government and binding legal tribunals on
political questions decided by that department. It
declares that no civil State governments exist in
i. irginia. Mississippi or Texas, and directs the President to proi
d with the disposal of all military
prisoners held in said States, without regard to
civil proceeding. Bills were introduced to establi-h a unifoi in time of holding Presidential eleeii'iii- and to encourage the production of cotton in
tli" I'nited state-, and the Senate adjourned till
Mondav.
Iii the House juTilions were presented for the repi u! tit tie duty ini hides andcoal. Bill- were introdue.-d to pevlPi-t tlw reconstruction of Georgia: to
repeal duties on tea. entice, molasses, rice, sugar,
ill. lumber, hides, and pig iron: to divide the
Northern judicial district of New York into two districts : to authorize an additional issue of legal tendo- notes to the amount of sift.000,000: to extend
tin- time for tiling claim-for additional bounty;
for tltc punishment of t'leciion frauds and to impose
a tax on fictitious sales of
gold. Mr Fox, of New
York, called for a committee to investigate the
aitsc of the September gold panic and to inquire
wheather tin-President or Secretary of the Treasu \ u ere concerned in the transaction.
After consideration of the t Vnsus hill in Committee of the
Whole the House adjourned.
Ilia lOdt. The Senate held no session.
In the House hills were introduced to establish a
uniform system of naturalization; to abolish certain
fees required of pensioners, and to provide for the
sale of coin in tic Treasury. Mr. Hamilton presented a pc it ion signed by 72.000 citizens ofthe State
of New York asking Congress to accord belligerent
rights t Cuba and to acknowledge her indepenI'he Census lull was considered in Comdence,
mittee of the whole, and several amendments made
to the original bill.
1 MX'. 11. Tlie Senate was not in session.
In the House. Mr. Ingersoll's hill to issue ?Mt,tii 10,0011 more iu
legal tender notes for the purchase
und eatieeilatioii of gold interest bearing bonds was
■ ailed
up and a motion to lay it on the table was
rejected by a vote of tio to ss. The hill was then
r-■!■ rr--. 1 to t he onnnittee on Banking and
Currency
vole of ss to oT.
Four out of six members of
b>
the committee had previously voted to lay the hill
on the table.
The Committee on Reconstruction
presented a number of documents relative to the
admission of Virginia, which were ordered to be
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Newspaper Decisions.

upon

our

Rut it says we particularly need the cheap coal of
Nova Scotia, and that we are paving double the
pi ice which our fuel would cost. This latter statement is not true; nor is it true that wo need the
coal of Nova Scot ia any more than we need the cotton
of India. We have millions of acres of the same
at home. As to paying double price; Nova Scotia
coal would cost in this city free of duty about So.50
while good anthracite coal was delivered licqe, both
this year and last, previous to the strikes, for about
$7; and two tons of anthracite are equal to three
tons of Nova Scotia for fuel.

An

intelligent shipmaster who has been
engaged in the Sydney coal trade, informs
us that it is sold for five
English shillings
per ton delivered on board, or $1.50 in currency, and that freights are now $3.50—makits cost here $4.06 per ton. We bought here
last

August

fourteen tons of anthracite at

$9.71, which is more than double.
article Fuel, in Appleton’s Cyclopedia,
the

heating

coal to lie

as

The
states

power of Lehigh and Sydney
835 is to 747, which is not one-

third greater,

by considerable. The fact rehave stated, that we are paying
per cent, of the cost of our fuel to high

mains,

fifty
tariff

as we

monopolists.

Even Mr. Blaine has been brought to
this, and, while the Age is blunderingly

see
ar-

free coal, in his supposed in1. Any person who takes a
paper regularly from the
post-office—whether directed to his name'or another’s, terest, lie is himself moving to abolish the
or whether ho has subscribed or not—is
responsible for duty. We out the
the payment.
following item of Wash'•-•
It person orders his paper discontinued, he must
pay all arrearages, or the publisher may continue to send
it until payment in made, and collect the whole
amount,
whether the paper is taken from the office or’not.
:i. The courts have decided that refusing to take news
papers and periodicals from the post-office, or removing
and leaving them uncalled for, is prlma* racie evidence

oi intentional fraud.

guing against

ington

news

from

a

radical paper—

itie

Washington correspondent of the Boston
Journal savs the House Committee on ways
means has not yet arrived at anv conclusion about
repealing the duty on Nova Scotia coal, which bids
fair to he much discussed. The writer adds :

ami

THE PUBLIC DEBT. WHAT IS COMING.
LETTER FROM BOSTON.
There is much talk in radical
Correspondence of the journal.
papers and
official reports of (lie reduction of the
public The Snow Storm-—Preparations for the Holdebt. We are shown formidable
idays—Salome’s Bazaar—The Ladies Pavilarrays of
figures and asked to believe that so much of lion—A Destructive Fire—Two Children
Burned to Death—The Fire Alarm—A Valthe undebtedness of the
country has been
uable Collection of Pa in tings---Amusements.
wiped out. Let it be so. We are glad of
Boston, Doc. 12, i860.
the fact that the
money wrung from the toil
Cool, cool, cool—to the innermost drop
of labor has been of some avail, and that the
of my heart’s hot blood”—well, I should rathpockets of greedy individuals and the mouths er think so after this week of
freezing. “First
of cormorant
banking institutions have been it snow, then it blew, and then it thew,”
yes
in part filled.
precisely—that's just what it has done. Oh,
But do the tax payers ever lift their
eyes what a snow-storm on
Monday! Not one of
to the huge, vague and indefined mountain of
your jolly, rollicking snow-storms, where the
indebtedness that is to be piled
upon their great, feathery Hakes come
chasing each oth-l
shoulders in place of the very small
compara- er ado wit the sky in
gleeful
sport—lighting
tive reduction that is claimed to have been
softly on tree, twig and house-top, and tuck
made? We have frequently alluded to the
ing itself tenderly in around the uncovered
unknown and unadjusted claims that exist in
earth, and exposed shrubbery—but a real
the country, which jobbers in and out of
blustering, spiteful, mischievous gale, that
Congress will soon lie pressing for settle- somehow or other would dart
angrilv round
ment. and for which the laboring, masses of
the corners, tear open your cloak, and
slap
the country will have to sweat blood. The
your cheeks saucily—quite taking away your
Philadelphia Age thus alludes to them—
breath and setting your teeth to chattering.
The coming Congress is likely to be inunThe styles of vehicles that were abroad were
dated by a flood of claims from “loyal” persons for
damage said to have been sustained various, and much tall talking was indulged
during the war. In all the States touched by in as they inevitably and persistently got
the contending parties, men are busily at blocked at the
crossings. Little apple girls
work hunting up this class of prospective ininto the sheltered doorways;
crept
shivering
and
the
for
debtedness,
preparing
papers
presentation.
Mr. Delano, the Commissioner news-boys and boot-blacks betook themselves
of Internal Revenue, was, during his recent to the most comfortable quarters;
rag-pickterm in Congress, chairman of the Committee ers moved
with a disconsolate air; the
along
on Claims in the House.
Our attention has
organ-grinders ceased because thev wore
been called to a passage in one of the di
bates in that body whilst he occupied the po- few; and pedestrians generally looked as if
sition aforesaid. Mr. Boutwell, who figured they didn't see much fun in the thing. The
in the discussion, is the present Secretary of
succeeding cold has kept the snow on and
the Treasury:
given Bostonians a week of capital sleighing,

“Mr. Speaker Blaine is among the most earnest
advocates of the repeal, and his large coal interest
in Pennsylvania gives his opinion especial \vc ight
Mr. Delano—*
Mr.
I know wry
with those who have generally upheld the duty. well that there are reasons Speaker,
why these considerations
Three years ago, when the Reciprocity Treaty was should lx:
expressed. Our nation now groans with
terminated. Sir. Blaine made a vigorous but unsuc- the
weight of public debts and necessary taxation,
cessful effort to have coal put upon the free list. and our credit must he
maintained. I know that
The movement with which he is now prominently there are now
floating claims against this nation,
identified will, it is believed, he more fortunate.
not less in amount than $4.000,(lOO.OOO.
according to
Let the readers of the Age be prepared to my estimate; and these claims, if admitted at "ill,
will never he settled with less than $2,000,000,000.
see the bark down as soon as it
gets a scent I do not believe they will he settled for that.
THE MESSAGE.
Mr. Boutwell—Will (lie gentleman let me ask
of Blaine's new movement. Is now placed in
him a question?
The first annual message of President
a queer predicament, declaring that we don’t
Mr. Delano—Certainly, sir.
Grant will not fill the world with admiration
ill-. Boutwell—I would ask the gentleman
need Nova Seotia coal, just as the gentleman
whether, when he refers to this floating debt, w hieh
of his talents as a writer. It is a striking
^
it assumes to defend is moving to admit it cannot be liquidated without an expenditure of $2.proof ot the correctness of Uulwer’s brilliant free!
000,000,000. he refers to claims that may he brought
hv persons in the eleven states lately in rebellion?
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saying—

*T»t neutli the rule of men ■■ntirrlg
gi'ra.
The pen is mightier than the sword."

Grant is not entirely great, in fact lie is
great at all—and whatever his sword
may have done, this production of his pen is
not

The radicals are hound not to have any ininto things at Washington.
Mr.

quiring

Fox, of New York, asked leave in the House

bring in a resolution for a committee to
inquire into the gold speculations, and wheth-

to

very flat affair.
W e would not view this or similar docu- er any government otlieial was concerned in
or profited by them.
Several radicals were
ments with a microscope, for the
purpose of
on
their
feet, to object. To the
searching out faults, but a reasonable degree promptly
of accuracy is to lie looked for. And when country at large those speculations were a
the President asserts that this is the first time very grave matter, and it seems as though
the people should have all possible light on
printed.
that lie has come before
Congress as chief
the
subject. But when a movement is made
THE RICHARDSON SCANDAL
Magistrate, he shows a plentiful lack of
in that direction, radicals are as Buttering
'he lire id comments, explanations, etc., in
Olliers
remember
him as coming
memory.
regard to the Richardson scandal receives before Congress very soon after his election and anxious as a bird whose nest is approachiresit luel every day. Beecher’s last
ed. Anxiety and innocence, in such a ease,
apology with a request for the
i' that he attended tlie
repeal of a Treasury
wedding at the request
are scared} compatible.
id Horace (lively, and that lie
almost
a
century old, in order that
simply acted regulation
us
a
magistrate, not in the semi-orthodox lie might nominate to that department a
We think that no one who reads the Prog.
fashion of magistrate and minister
merged prominent New York merchant who had
can fail to admire the
into one cilice.
If lin’d on\vknown the cirAge
distinguished fitaken the initiative in presenting him with a
cumstances, hr says,“I would sooner have
nancial ability exhibited in its columns.
It
t ut
off my right hand a.hundred times than house 1
talks as glibly of millions of dollars, and of
havt performed the ceremony.” MrBeeehThere is a good deal in the
opening por- the course that should be pursued at Washit'- statements, so far as
they relate to Mr tion of the Message that is flowery in rhetorington, as though it was the great font of
(lively, are denied by the latter. He says
that he simply introduced Mrs. Calhoun to ic and brilliant in colors as to the futare
light and knowledge in these particulars.
Mi Beecher, with the announcement that she prospects of the country.
Among others we It doubtless thinks that Grant made a serious
would explain her business. Mr Greeley are reminded that there is “a
revenue
flowing mistake in not calling the editor to the Treastries to xplain the story about Mrs McFarinto the national treasury beyond the
require- ury Department, He is continually offering
iaml and Richardson at Sinclair’s,
by stating
'hat .Richardson was wounded and feeble at ments of the government.” If this be true, advice on monetary affairs, like a craw-fish
the time. If all Lin testimony was published, and there is actually more revenue than needtrying to steer a whale. Put it may be said,
says Mr Greeley. The Sinclairs would be all ed, why not let up a little on the tewilde tax- in
offset, that when the powers that be indiuni, u<>.
iur\
imiM
":iruie
li 10 sun ation that is
grinding the people ?
cate their course the Age surrenders without
their il—d petty malice. No: the Sinclairs
The President, early in the document,
and all the rest of us must be identified with
a squawk.
Thus it came out glowingly at
this tree-love crowd. By G—d (bringing plunges into the mazes of reconstruction, one time for
greenback payment of bonds—his venerable list upon the desk), there’s no which he declares to have been successful,
but when Grant said that gold must be paid,
sueli crowd, at least not around the Tribune lie
very soon finds fault, however, with it surrendered.
The Age’s strong point
otliee.” He says the marriage was performthe Legislature of which has as- is discretion.
Georgia,
ed so that Richardson's children
It knows when to come
might have sumed
to exercise the constitutional
parent to protect them. Mr Greely thinks
preroga- down.
the case will go against McFarland. The tive ot
deciding upon the election and qualiA tew weeks ago the Age was eloquent in
latter called on him one day previous to the fications
of its own members. The President,
fust shooting, and said distinctly, ‘-Mr Greepraise of “the non-exportable greenback,”
ley. 1 don’t care about the woman : T don’t therefore, recommends that Congress shall as the best possible currency. It wanted
want to get her back
again. I wouldn’t take authorize the Governor of Georgia, a Mr. greenbacks always. But alas! Grant declares
her back.
1 do not want to live with her Bullock, ol New
York, to convene the mem- for specie payments. So these two distinagain but that man has treated me badly,” bers originally elected to the
Legislature, re- guished financiers stand recorded as talking
orsome wordsmenningtho same
thing. (Treeeach member to take the oath
pre- thus—
ley says "he run his lingers through his hair, quiring
listened to him and tried to comfort him; and scribed by the reconstruction act—none to be What the Age Says. What Grant Says.
then the villain—the dirty, deliberate, d—d admitted who are
ineligible under the third We believe that Con- It is a duty, and one of
vidian—shot thi- Richardson, and then he clause of the
14th amendment. But it would gress should consider the the highest duties of Govcalled on me again, and I told him 1 would’t
currency question from enment, to secnro to the
have any more to do with him.” The New sorely trouble his excellency, we think, to this standpoint. We be- citizens a medium of exFork Observer would not have believed that show by what right ho thus interferes in the lieve that it should re-af- change of fixed, unvaryfirm the law that the ing value. This implies
there is a Christian pastor on the earth, who affairs of
Georgia more than in those of greenback dollar should a return to a specie basis,
would employ the offices of religion and the
or New York.
Such a course has no be received for all debts, and no substitute for it
words ot prayer, to crown with benedictions Maine,
dues and demands, ami can be devised.
warrant, nor will its actual accomplishment that it should be the only
sueli a horrid bed.
dollar known in our curby Congress have. The proposition to overrency.
EXECUTIONS.
throw by federal power the Legislature of
A debating club once discussed the ipiestion
A brace of murderers was executed in
in connection with the “appropriate
Pennsylvania on the 7th. John Fields, who Georgia,
“Suppose that an irresistible force should
murdered his brother-in-law, was a desperate legislation” clause of the fourteenth amend- come in contact with an immovable
body—
villain. He has made several attempts to es- ment, shows the people how
rapidly they are what would happen?” The solution might
cape from confinement, and three several times drifting towards centralized
despotism. furnish the means of fortelling the issue here
had tried to commit suicide. His execution
took place at Williamsport. lie spent almost What Congress has a right to do in Georgia, if the Age should fail to come down in its usit has a right to do in New York. And it
the entire night in walking his cell and
ual nimble manner. That the Age praises the
praying. Hrs. l’aret and Stock, Episcopalian min- will attempt the same intervention in New
message extravagantly is an indication that
were
with
him and conducted the relig- York
isters,
as soon as its courage will raise it
just
it is not so much for greenbacks as it was.
ious exorcises ip) to five minutes to twelve
o'clock. When the Sheriff entered the cell to the audacity of the undertaking. The Still, we should like to know definitely its
and informed him that he was ready to execute President, on the other extreme—to an end
present views on paper as legal tender.
the law. Fields expressed his readiness to which we desire to see
accomplished—recomfollow him. lie was cool, calm anil collect- mends
The Journal is one of the papers which learned
Congress to admit the Senators and
ed. At one o'clock, the procession started for
nothing during the war, and goes now for
from Virginia.
With the reciprocity treaties and Calhoun free trade, slavery,
the scaffold.
At four minutes past one the Representatives
just the
scaffold was reached and ascended. The cri- admission of tiiese Senators and Representa- same as if the old order of tilings still existed,
minal was seated, and the death warrant was tives ho has no more to do than with the [i’rog. Age.
We did learn something during the war.
read to him by the Sheriff. His spiritual adGeorgia Legislature, and in assuming to di- We learned that the editor of the
visers then resumed the exercises.
He occaAge' rein either case he manifests a
rect
his position as Corporal in ti company
sionally responded. When the word amen lack Congress
signed
of appreciation of the rightful duties of
was pronounced, the Sheriff touched the
drop
that volunteered, and kept very carefully
and Fields was ushered into eternity at eight his office.
from the smell of powder; and we
minutes past one. Fields never
One portion of the message—that recom- away
struggled or
also learned that those who bluster and boast
moved a muscle, his neck being broken by
mending the repeal of the Tenure of Ollice the loudest on such occasions are the first to
/>. 1.
iHi- lau.
iloekinberry was executed at
Butler, for the murder of Annie MeCanuish. act—is a remarkable instance of the engineer run
away.
He confessed to having tired the fatal shot, hoisted with his own petard. This radical
The allusion to slavery is funny enough.
lint said that lie only meant to
the
disfigure
invention, which so overrode the law and
It is the Age’s favorite method of attack to
face of his victim so she wouldn’t get married,
lie slept soundly until three o’clock in the shocked the legal sense of the country, is mount a
nigger and charge at us,—a sort of
morning, when lie awoke and rose from his condemned by the first of its own party black horse
cavalry, with which it expects [to
bed and paced up and down the cell, his Presidents, and its repeal called for on the
souls of fearful adversaries.”
the
“fright
hands behind his back, evidently deep in medground that it is “inconsistent with a faithful Not
itation, and seeming for the first time impress- administration of the
long ago, at the head of a reinforcement
government.”
ed with a sense of the awful doom that awaitof thirteen Africans and a female dog, the
The financial portion of the message is a
ed him. After some time spent in this way,
editor led an attack on us, which wasn’t exhe sat down and wrote several short letters to following out of the idea suggested in the
a success.
We would suggest that this
actly
the relations ot the girl he murdered. Iloekinaugural, that the bonds should be paid in
is about played out. and
business
then
retired
and
inberry
slept until awakened
with other advantages to the monied Ethiopian
that for a change the Age man would do well
by Sheriff Thompson, who informed him that gold,
class, at the expense of the people. The
Rev. Charles Moran was
to borrow a clean shirt, chalk his face and
waiting to be admitted. He arose, dressed himself with scrup- funding plan will give the pets financiers of
ulous care, and upon the entrance of the min- the administration another chance to handle try to appear like a white man.
ister, received him affectionately,
remarking
of the public debt, with a
that he was well aware how near death was. the vast amount
The following decisions in actions from
to themselves.
liberal
commission
The two engaged in
Waldo County have been rendered recently
prayer for some time,
the doomed man
The portion relating to Cuba is a buffet diappearing in excellent spirits
by the Law Court.
and prepared to meet the dreadful fate that rect in the face of the
struggling patriots
Hannah J. Harding, vs. Inhabitants of
awaited him. Iloekinberry ate breakfast sparwho have looked to Washington for sympathy
Searsmont. Motion by defendant overruled.
ingly. After taking it, several persons,
the heart-sickness of hope deferred.
among whom were Assistant District Attor- with
Hanley for pltff. Crosby for defendant.
his
and
Riddle
it sinks probably forever the hopes of
With
with
counsel,
ney
several
Oakes Angier vs. B. L. Smalley. Excepto
allowed
were
converse
a short the Gem of the Antilles.
friends,
tions sustained. Williamson for plaintiff.
time with him and bid a final adieu. At
eleven o’clock the sheriff announced that
The nominations for the new judgeships of Boyle for defence.
everything was in readiness. The hands of the Circuit Court have been sent to the Senate.
Mary II. Burrill vs. William P. Burrill,
Iloekinberry were then bound, and he was
Plaintiff
nonsuit. Nickerson for pltff.
Wilconducted to the scaffold. A brief prayer was Gen. Geo. F. Sheple3*, of Portland is to fill
offered up, after the rope was affixed to his (lie position in the district composed of Maine, liamson for defence.
neck. He seemed for an instant to falter, but New
Hampshire and Massachusetts. Gen. The
Washingtonian movement in Camden is a requickly recovered his composure. The sig- Shepley is well
qualified for the place, by a markably success. We congratulate our friend of
nal was given, and the spirit of the murderer
faced that of the murdered in the presence of first class legal mind, thorough training and the Custom House there on his philanthropic sucGod.
much experience.
cess.
a

and

Hardenbery's

and McClannin

to

are

follow this week'.
Mr. Barron's benefit unfortunately occurred

the same
evening with Maggie Mitchell's
the Boston Theatre, hut
notwithstanding
this fact he had a full if not a crowded
house. 1 his favorite actor has not been
quite
a year before the Boston
public, and yet one
ot our
journals
classes
him as among
leading
the best ot American actors, so
rapidlv lias he
in
favor.
It
is further due to his
grown
to
gen:us
say that he lias risen to the front
ranks ol his profession in a
very short tini •.
having been upon tlie stage only some ten
years, and not enjoying as many*others actors have the benefit of an early
stage training. A pupil of Edwin Booth, he^bas undoubtedly caught many of the great tragedian’s attitudes and
gestures, and yet with the
readiness and aptness of genius has so adopted them as to make them
peculiarly his own.
It is stated upon good
authority that two
years ago lie was ottered the position of leading man in Lester V, allaek's Theatre in \cw
\ork, but declined the otter loi some unknown reason. He is stiil
young, and it is
reasonable to suppose that time and smdv
will bring him both fame and fortune.

on
at

Pi'.m

n:.

LETTER f ROM CENTRAL NEW YORK.
(’orrespondcnce ol the Journal,
Wmtery Weather--N. Y. Legislature—The
Stone Giant.
Syracuse, Dec. x, 18GU.
My Dear Journal: Since my hist there
has hut little transpired in this section to be

particularly worthy of note.
granted that the autumn was
bly cold with

you as

while leaves

were

I take

here, where

snow

tie

ifco.oo.

i think

it was a rcu-asii

too freely.
No
other coal that I tried to burn in your city,
after that year, was suitable for parlor fuel.
It was exceedingly filthy in appearance, and
composed largely of shale or slate. In Belfast, I did better. The coal was cleaner of
dirt, and clearer of slaty substances. But
even there the coal was too coarse, and did
much poorer service than it would had it
been liner. People here who know how to
buy coal, usually get a white-ash nut coal,well
screened from dirt. After using it a month, I
wonder how any one can be contented to try
to build and keep fires with the coarse lumps
often so poor in quality and mixed with so
much dirt, as is usually done in the State of
Maine.
Good, clean, white-asli nut coal is
a luxury I have learned to appreciate.
It
would be hard to burn any other now.
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Pay,

ton
‘plit. large iplautlhe- if app!« •-, h f. j
i.
mutton are marketed *-\.
\« :u
ur.imU n
deli• Roekport and Rockland, in addition

j« olnville. would he of no beimiit to tlm mass »»t Jgardeners lias been tin injury to their j people of the town, and the transportation men
nothing. A depot, or station, at Inmh's lie
grapevines, for tliis particular section is ad- | or
an> when on the line south **t the mountain

to our

present,

many in return, to eat
pimn-pr.dding and have as
or

time

..

mirably suited to the growth of the vine, and
wine-making lias already made considerable

possible. To tempi
children and older people the shop windows progress with some of our people,
make just now most gorgeous displays. terprise for a brief season will be

There

as

whose

with.

buildings.

buried for the purpose of speculation. Hut
it is evident to any person of common sen -e
wiio looks al tlio

limit, that ail artist capable
work need not resort to artitiee to
fortune ; and it has been properly re-

of such
win

a

a

marked, that

one

carry out such

a

who could

fraud,

million.
the

Corps,

boneht ot

takes

the

Soldiers

Messenger

Several actors
have volunteered their services for the oc-

casion, and

a

place to-night.

line entertainment is

expected.

There has been a large sale of tickets, and it
is hoped that the deserving red-caps will find
themselves somewhat richer in

pocket.

Mrs. Scott Siddons makes her appearance
at the Boston Theatre the coining week. The
is very pretty and graceful, but not very
successful as an actress.
With the poor support she will have at the Boston she will not

lady

be

likely

to draw very

Midsummer
to

delight

Night’s

thousands.

large

houses.

Dream still continues
It is

predicted

that it

will run through nearly all the winter. Orders
for seats are daily received by mail.
The Museum

Company are running through

benefit season just now. Miss Clark, Miss
Me\ its and Barron, have already taken theirs

a

|

would no better accommodate
the people than one at ( amden
in the winter season.

en-

thus interTee has just closed navigation
upon our canals, although ilie l()th was officially designated for their closing. So the
fered

toys, sleds, drums, balls, caps,

are

during

coal, burning well but rather

The latest phase of the Itichardson shooting afair mixes up Vice President Colfax with it. He
vas well acquainted with Mrs. McFarland, who
(topped at his mother's house in Indiana while proairing her divorce. Schuyler is a slv dog.
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Steamboat wliail at French'' l!.
a mile ,.f the dim" line.
I livid- thSi imli.-at and a rani
running in such proximity aud tin business would
lie small tor either. On the interior line stn ! woul
not he the ease. Il would hi' a pleasing
tlon it every business seetiou "i a town
dike beuetitrd by the building of a railroad thr-on,‘
the town, whether the lienelits were mor-- nr :■
But Mich a thing rarely imir-. In this
•.,• n,.
corporators wili divide to lmihl tin* road win p
w ill. m tln ir
judgment, best promote tie ;i own m
terests.
l’liis. in fact, is to lie ex|veted in :dl eases
Whether the town w ill do anything to aid in iLconstruction of the road is a matter of doubt, umh
its present indeb*,-.bless. One thing, liowawi i. in
be aeeepted as a fact; if tin: shore lim i' adopt.
the town will not appropriate one dollar.
An i )i.u Kk.suifn r
a

within halt'

transportation hctwccna

NEW BOOKS.
IdFK OF D.vnii.i. WKitsii n. liy tteorge Ticki
nr!is. New York :
Y|■;. 11• .'ii ,v ... |: -i.
II. A. Brown ,v
o.
■

;

I his work, the lirsI volume ol’which
h, ;
lias 1.. written by one of tIt* four personhi
literal!
designated ill Mi. Webster's will
executors.
Since t he dentil It la gr<’.it stali-'lna
two of those gentlemen. l*rof. Felton and Kdw
Kverett. have die*!. In lsiiti, it v a- arranged IUs.

tin' surviving executors, tieorg. Ti kn
and Mr. (’ttrtis, that the latter should ,-i i y out t
wishes of Mr. Webster.
The papers Wei*
:h
placed ill his hands, aud the present volutin
lifst fruit of his labor—a handsome bonk
tween

pages.
volumes.

Th

Mr.
work

a

brings to
peculiarly

of llle

m os I

octavo

Curtis
mind

work will !■•■
th.

omph

! in

te

m

preparation

tilted mr the la-k
eminent lawyer himself, who his thornsea relied on I and deli I led in |111 b I i s I. e d w.-rl.
In

can

a’.'liaise
ii

w.

!'

prill- ipl,

.ynipatbi/i witii
ol the prof.—i*>n

!.

ori-M
1

e

nu-

gr.nt master
\ -I i.l.-ut
! tl
admirably constructed instrument.th. < uisii'i *.
of I lie I uited States, with if
.:.
i di-ir !.
powers and responsibilities, lie, !.s md
s. and
author of tin’ careful
nd exhai.i;
history of its formation and idoptimi—u m
of

an.a

lim
likely lo bring enthusiasm to
biography
..rued lim title of ils ir--*t K\i oiind-i.
make of the task a labor of l.n
The work opens with the location id' tin W.
ster family iniid tin1 granit. bills of \. w Ham
shire, where exist,me*, was t continual strugg
with adver-e and Ibrbiilding surroundings, mm e
wliieh tin- luturfe statesman was born. If n :■
many incidents of boyhood, alway >.■ inter* stiii
in those whom the world has honored. The farm

life, early training, college education, tlm struggle
with iron 1"<ittnn* : hi- law -nidi, -; th. gradn
*L\ elopement and eon-eiousin
of hi- m u
jt• *.1
A- tin
i• i.•:r«i ’s•
power—are :dl portray**!
--

.,

proceeds, tiler*- -oine into \'n\v null
with the history and polities of the

r-‘:i
..

u<
which Mr. Webster took ..
j- >11
onirressi.iual life: th< National Hank: the Hr.
hi- U -»
revolution: tin* Taritl; anti-masonry

to the f. S. Senate; reply t*» II ivm- A
lb* n
all the greenliaeks that tile tions which Mr. Wch-ter hole to tic
tin id-'
Giant will ln ing to him. But 1 repeat that lions of Andrew da ksc.ni the hank war a
W 1 •-!*
such an opinion is hardly entitled to respect ftlily 11 rated of. 'i‘ i l>' eour-* *»i M
*
-re
the slavery question forms on*- *•! tic
—that it is, in truth, an absurdity, however
'.
estinir porti*ms of tin* hook. i* u 1 1 *
strange the ground which it easts u> all bark with subsequent event
Tin- K:* epp ee :•■!
:i
111 i* *n
upon.
Geologists who have examined it I is related in a thrilliim liajdei audir
pronounce it to lie sculpture, but they know *-timstaii'*- that a miscarried letter, written fr-m
da
of no stone like it in the State or indeed in H -lfa-t, w a- tin* me • a- **t hr inline 'o

liis

ingenuity

the whole country; our sculptors also prohas not yet been
nounce it a statue; but i
examined by a competdi' anatomist, who
might at least decide one still much mooted

question,

as

to whether it is

petrifaction or
The majority of the people
to be a petrifaction, and 1
a

tin- foil lest murders ever committed. ami. ud* d
tin- < lo*pi. n»*t and h-Lral hility
\\'«-l»-t r
!i n
*-

inn I he conspirators.
We hope to see. in the coin-lndim: volutin-,
1
|j\. I
thin*; more of the life of \\. bst.*i
hours of relaxation and

*

ase.

w'hen the

in■

ii,
"

*i

law and piihli*- business wen* throw o * id*
11
work ot art '.’
!ov*■* 1 nature in all her aspect-, ami deli'.rhted
here believe it
wamler at will, rod in hand, al *,
uthe sir*
find the number who thus believe is rutin r
1
i
*r !*>
New Hampsiiir* or t q»e <
on il
on the increase, among intelligent persons.
-wav tron» \| irslifl I
broad ocean that stretch
This is due to one tact being now regarded and -1 s t hi- line m its (|cpth'. Pin- lone-, t-- .n i
as settled against the original dictum of the tin- li-.*
*•*t**i
y fields, tin* deep woods, tin
a

-•

A valuable collections of paintings belong- “doctors,” who declared that the softer parts
ing to the late N. A. Thompson Esq., former- of an animal body never becomes petrified;
ly of Boston, but more recently of New York, but so many instances have been adduced to
is being catalogued by Mr. Young the dis- the contrary within this State, that they are
tinguished portrait painter of this city, pre- at least silenced if not convinced on this
About Coal.
A corespondent of the
The arguments in favor of the
paratory to being sent to Now York. The point.
Gardiner Reporter, (undoubtedly Rev. Mr. collection is said to be the
in
America
petrifaction
theory 1 need not enlarge upon,
largest
Bailey,) writing from Reading, Pa. gives the and includes original paintings by lteubcifs but they mainly rest upon the anatomical
correctness in all minute details of the tigfollowing hints about coal—
Vandyke, and other foreign artists as well as lire; the absence of
any conceivable motive
Coal of course is cheap compared with
The in a
many by’ distinguished Americans.
sculptor moulding a figure in such a rewhat it is in the Maine cities. It costs us
were carted to their present place of cumbent
position, yet every part of the body
at our doors less than half the price you are pictures
as faithfully depicted as another; the abobliged to pay for it. Besides, we get a deposit at a cost of $o0t), and it is estimated sence
of hair upon the head, which is an
much better article. Since coming here I that ten freight ears will he required to transnever commit,
have learned that Maine people do not know fer them to New York. Of the real cost of omission a sculptor would
while in petrified bodies the hair ha- alway
how to buy coal. The first coal I ever bought the
collection not much can be known, through been missing. The advocates ot art have
It was
was in Gardiner, iu the fall of 18(30.
Bierstadt values it at something over a half their no less ingenious arguments. So that
and
came
of
a
at
the
part
“company cargo,”
ot

17034 bushel-

forn.

s

support

price

Potatoes.

••

the Radical administration.
None else the week ; tl e other one on Canal street inare to tie allowed a dollar.
This is the Radia large loss of property and giving
cal programme for the future, and it will he volving
the firemen much trouble to subdue it.
inaugurated at the next session of Congress.
The rapidity with which an alarm of tire
So business tmn may prepare for another
draft upon their capital and labor.
is now sent through the city is a matter of
astonishment. Numbered signal boxes are
CURE OF CANCER.
located in various sections ot the city at propBy special request, we insert the following
distances apart. Connected with these
communication in relation to the cure of can- per
which are kept locked so that no false
boxes,
cer, one of those fearful and life consuming
alarm may he given, are telegraph wires
The
sores, hitherto regarded as incurable.
running to City Hall. The machinery inside
parties are well known in this vicinity, and once set in motion strikes the
number of the
there can be no doubt of the tacts related.
box at City Ilall. The operator there imMrs. James Gridin of Stockton, Maine, was agreat
sufferer from a fearful eating nicer which was con- mediately restrikes the number at the engine
suming her right leg at the ankle, from which she rooms and upon ditl'erent bells in the
city by
suffered the most excruciating lancinating pains.
After trying a number ol'our best Physicians with- means of the same kind of wires.
In the
out avail, she at last came to me am) commenced
stand
the
rooms
harnesshorses,
ready
using my medicines with but little benefit. After engine
treating tier for over four months, Mollifies As- ed, the engine supplied with water and an
sault (or softening of the hour) having taken place
kindled tire, and immediately with
I informed tier that tier ease was incurable and instantly
that the treatment would lie merely palliative for the springing of the alarm is seen the engine
the. Disease is considered incurable j by the best
down the street, leaving a shower of
Physicians. I then informed her that I was using dashing
the New York University (Medicine* in my Practice fiery’ cinders in its wake. The hose carriage,
and with a great deal of doubt site at last consented
the hook and ladder carriage and firemen are
to try these new remedies,
in six weeks after
using the Compound Fluid Extract of Cancer Plant equally as prompt, and not many tires are
the|uleer was completely heated, she having used but allowed to make encroachments
upon other
two bottles of Cancer Plant, and two packages of

low

A

potatoes, hay, oats, butter,
The int-rmi
hail to lie cut amidst snow Pit"1' within a few rods of all the aim, -I iin,
ro-l^tjuaiTies in the town: and s.mm PJ5 rods
which they have well improved.
squalls, and potatoes were left to tin- tender I: "f
Lincolnviile < Vntiv village, a place :i-::v
The cold weather suggests winter, and mercies of the frost until
garden -ass'’ was -iliic from >: arsimmt and other inb rim ?>-wns
A Railroad built on tin- shoi
line, tlir-*ug!i 1.
winter speaks of Christmas and New Year’s, gathered, lint one of the worst afflictions

ered, and

••

Chemical Ointment.
This Ulcer lias been of over Thirty four years
standing. Mr. and Mrs. James Grllin w ill be pleased
to answer all questions concerning this case for the
benefit of those similarly ailtieled.
F. P. Henderson, M. I), Consulting Physician.
No. 250 Congress st. Portland, Me.
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it for

green, and when appf
have 1 teen killed by frosts while vet
ungath-

UNCOLNVILLE SAYS
RAILROAD

Lixcoi.x\ ii,1.1. I>(
l ib survey of tli« 1*. mof J5a\ and Ri\
Railroad was not completed till the :»ih in-t. Tw
iiue> have been
surveyed through the town of I,
eolmllle.
On< on the shore south of the
-uige of mountains, and the otle r north of th
mountains. Tiie divergent point from the >h-»i
line is at < amden \ illage; the interior line
pas>around the w- sferly end of Mcgunticook mom bun.
crossing a section «if Meguntii»k oad and tra\
ing mu’th-e isterly. enters a vdl<\ m u• the v,. ■»
line of l.inei*!n\ ille.
Tin Ra
id lim, as sun
l,
'ey which runs north-easterly and s,>uth-we.terh
tin ugh th e ntre of the town to Duekh.ap U»w’i
in the east part of the town, where it connects wi’ h
tin -de-re line. The interior line
being.'tone iitb<
hundred t’e.-t the longest, [t is thought I*> man
to
the river can In- crossed farther north, and
connection nude m ar Kendall's Mills, which won’
'horten th- ejpir* lim* half a mile. Rut as m*w
survey*d, a road .»n be built on this line it nun
1 ’*" l>vt 'ban mi th,- dime Unc.
taking into tie a
count the
feasibility of the mute. 1 iml damages. \
I h* northern
slope »>f the short range ofmou:
! iins. -and the southern
slope of the high 1 and* <m
line between Inneolnville and ^earsmont, amt
th- or d \:dh \ between. • oiisiitutes foiir-titrlis
1 ic area of
Lmeolnville, and is one of th< bes
cultural sections in an\ sea-bordering town in th*
1
More
than nine-tenths of all the farm an 1
‘‘.uiity.
ury products that are transported to mtside mat
her-, yearly, are produced north of the mountain
i’c! the same is
the ease with wood and lumber
1 here is only one tier of farms south of the mom,
buns, and they an not favorable I5r agrictilttu
purposes. In l*si;o tlie farm -ii-! •!-irv j.i-> |o tthe town W( r as follow

unseasona-

as

coats, books for the little ones, with such a
host of bright, pretty and useful articles t'o,.
Mr. Delano—I refer to such claims as will be
made by loyal people in all the states, and none the more mature as to be almost innumer- French proverb may be' made to read—‘-The
others. When I say it will take $2,000,000,000 r do able.
Salom’s Bazaar, on Washington St., Canal Hoard proposes, but .Jack Frost disit on the assumption that we shall compound these
claims In some manner without settling up the full displays, perhaps, the most attractions, and poses." The boatmen have had rather a poor
amount. [Congressional Globe, pp. 2,ISO—2,100.
is daily so crowded with people as to make season, although high freights have lately
Upon this wide base the crusade against it a difficult
undertaking to effect an entrance. somewhat compensated for the early season's
the Treasury of the nation will start, and the
Lit up by numerous gas-jots in the evening dullness. There is a vast quantity of promode of prosecuting it will be by forming a
“Ring” ot members interested in the money it makes as pretty a picture as one would duce still in tlie West to come forward, which
obtained. This has doubtless been done al- wish to see.
will give extra business to our railroads.
ready, as the men operating act in concert
Tlie Ladies J’avillion, on Tremont street,
Our Legislature will bo in session about
and "upon a well prepared plan. When the
is also another great place of resort. This tlie time you receive this, ami our people
matter is presented to Congress, the combinations will be formed with all who have is said to be the largest fancy-goods store in hope better things from it than the last, unpet projects to carry through the House and America, and lias for sale almost everything der tin' Republican ix</iiut, which hail InSenate.
Tariff men. friends of particular from a
steam-engine to a penny whistle. It’ come, not to use too strong language, inrailroads, the coal and iron interest will he
famous.
was originally a hotel, known as the Pa vilapproached and promised vote for vote on
The
Cardiff Giant," about which 1 wrote
the co-operative plan. When such induce- lain. and was remodeled last Spring into its
a brief account, has been on exhibiments fail, a dividend, large or small, as the
to
its
you
present shape by
proprietors S. S.
exigencies of the ease may demand, will he Houghton W Co. The sales-rooms occupy tion in litis city several weeks, anti is at this
The
sum
is
so
monstrous
that a
promised.
moment in Albany, where it attracts as much
hundred or more thousand dollars will be two stories of the immense building. The
attention and speculation as when here. The
various
on
the
lower
Uoor
are
department
nothing when weighed in the balance of sucnumber of visitors daily while here
cess.
These are the means which will be separated only by
ornamented
heavy,
pillars, average
used to build up a party in Congress favora- whilst
are
in galleries. was about 3,ODD, at f>0 cents each, and the
up-stairs
they
arranged
ble to the claims of “loyal” parties for damThese galleries are surrounded by heavy several railroads brought in many of these
As to the claims themselves, the
ages.
black-walnut
balustrades and are approach- from wide distances. As tlie price paid for
are
greater part
entirely worthless, many exaggerated, and all need the most careful ex- ed by a flight of wide and handsome circu- tlie Giant was at tlie rate of SJO.OitO. you will
amination before they are even admitted on lar stairs. The
it have
ceilings are tastefully attorn- see that the purchasers of stock in
the list for legislative action. Floating inI think I did
ed in white stucco, and over the numerous load- made a very good investment.
debtedness is always dangerous to the Treasnot mention before that tin* features of the
ury. Tt lias no lixed boundaries. It can be ed counters hang a. multiplicity of elegant
The weight of the
contracted or expanded at pleasure. A claim chandeliers, wh le waiting-rooms, dressiii"-- Giant are Caucasian.
t ic distanc limn
which has the sanction of a prominent mem- ronms and otbs novelties meet
statue is -JS;ie pnuttbs.
yon at every
ber of Congress can be mounted on a much
this city where it was found was but eight
It
is
one
of
the
of
interreally
places
higher pedestal titan one in the hands of an step.
not sixteen as 1 slated.
obscure individual. Mr. Delano put these, est in the city and well repays one for a visit. miles,
I
cannot
recall any event that lias caused
claims
the
the
United
States
numerous
four
instances
floating
against
Notwithstanding
thousands millions of dollars, but supposed of children
more speculation than this exhumation : not
burnt
whilst
locked
in
being
up
they could be settled for half that amount. rooms, mothers do not seem to learn care, even the Morgan" excitement, which was
This would abstract two thousand millions of
also a New York wonder, ami related to a
dollars from the I reasury.
But no such a and on Friday we had another terrible case
demnition cold corpse," fed more volumiI lie lire is supposed to have
reduction as this can or will he effected if a of the kind.
is
wonformed
to
this
Congressional “King”
push
originated fro n some detect in Ihe stove and nously tlie newspapers and the organ of
indebtedness to a conclusion. When a sinkresulted not only in destroying the building der; and to carry the similitude still further,
ing fund is established, and the regular debt
we are about as wise in respect to the Cardiff
and the taxes are firmly strapped down upon but also the lives of two children of Mrs.
the shoulders of the people, the new debt of Sullivan. The woman who first discovered gentleman as we have ever been in respect
two thousand millions is to come looming up, the lire succeeded ill
rescuing two of the old- to the real facts about Morgan. Strange as
and is to go to Radical claimants. And all
est children, but the other two being still in it may seem, there are still a few obstinate
will, of course, be treated as Radicals who,
who insist that it is all a
humbug":
between this time and that, shall give their bed were left to perish in the dames. It is people
that the statue was made and then secretly
the second disastrous fire we have had
votes to Radical candidates and their
to

I WHAT

What-is-it
the Giant is a veritable
Be it statue, or petrifaction, the mystery is
almost equally great. It the former, who
moulded it, and how came it here s’ If a petrifaction, we are led to believe that this re
gion w as once inhabited by a gigantic race,
an hypothesis strengthened by the alleged
finding of skeletons of similar size, at va
rious times, in this section. Some half dozen
of these are said to have been found during
the last summer by workmen while digging
on the lines of new railroads in ihi-- central
portion of the State. Our Indians have
some traditions of giants, but they are too
dim to give us any clear ideas upon the subthe intelligent
corre“Sentinel,
jeet.
spondent of the N Y. World, who was here
to inspect the wonder, 1 observe, is disposed
to lielieve it to be a link in a great chain of
evidence, which may yet show that this continent was inhabited by Caucasians long before the time of Columbus. But that is only
his opinion—and I fear we shall never see
unravellcdthe mystery attending this xphynx
of to-dav, the Onondaga (limit.
Ononi>mi v
Yours.

pines, had an attra* Inm i*.4 him which no >| l* n
metropolitan life *-ouldeliarni away. It w a- p
anter for him t«» chat w ith John Taylor at*..m
c
rops than to speak from his place in tin- "me
*<f

dix

iiss international qu- stion- w ith l«*r. iufn
km
hassadois. An*l w hen in-sat. in his last
under the trees at liis farm-house *lo.»r in M irm- tli.e
ti«*ld, by his desire the o\m wen* drivi
m
inii;ht smell their healthy hr* ath. m!
*;reat, l«*\ im;. patient *-\
This work is -"Id by -nl»- ipti**n only. for w
1

1

purpose agents an wanted. II. \. I’.row
* >
ho**l street. Host<m, ai. 4i.uer.il \
\ew lhlfllauil.

n

A C
f*

u‘

I'm Li til i: Noniovs.
\ n mmi.i:'- l.iia. H
Mrs. Clara Harm- Martin. l’oiil.md- l ie.
Short A Harmon.
This is a very eiitn f amine -t mv of pie-n»* in
an*l out-of-door lit*-, which has beeonn immeiis. h
popular w ith th* yitim; folks, and i- havin * ansale. The authoress ha> * happy vein of wntin
whit'li amuses and interest, not only children bir
old* ! people—especially tin*- liasiiu little folk
li is in i;iv:it request

a- an

rqqinqc iaf* Im id

book.

-Winn.
Non

u i; to m n.n no st
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The almve is the eitenuragiauetit "inn in
ereat loeal industry, b\ a paper puhli li
ed in this city. Huh do you Iik< it. 'hip

mil'

builders, ship-owners and sailors

tl

Sunnier lias anollier attack of the Id
k
vomit, lie lias moved to repeal the eliarli
ol the Medical Society of the District of <' >
111n111ia. because it lias black balled colored

applicant.
-u

It sometimes does the

same

le,

but Sumner wants to make It
illow the nie'c'er without di erimin at cm

white

men-

Tile unseasonable log that drifted in on Friday
night condensed and froze upon the branches of the
trees, giving them a beautifully soft and whitened

GENERALITIES.
stab
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,:mar«

on

towns for

The tall cver-

appearance like ostrich leathers.
ns arras. Hie'liver looked like the
a
plumes ot a giant host.

twenty years and b; aring six

interest.

eent.

p*

n-imbur iiu

for

b.»m.U

h.'-ti \ outh atte nptr 1 t » harg hiinsi If. L«
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ship Chaudos. lying
in tli stream, deserted on Saturday." Two were
inn-' of th«‘ old Kennel*.
Telegraph < anarrested and taken before Joseph Williamson. Ilsq..
has* !•; u !)ought out 1 »y ill W -tern t nion.
1'. S. Commissioner, who committed them to jail
i *g m Bridgeport. r.>im. vm- aividentally j for safe
keeping.
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i ha-a sul>.«■•• rid u who ever offered in this city. He also puts into the pa^
h is taken that paper lif >dw<* > ’ars witliout inter- per more advertisements than any one here ever
before inserted at once
upt ion.
< 'hristiint-

and New

of twins vv
ennsyi-1 The blowing of a steam whistle on AVeduesdav
ilia railroad train,
'rheir mother said it always j
morning did not announce the arrival of a steamer
id*• her <ick to ride in tin* ars.
—Inn was a hint to the agent of the paper mills,
e Ii/. ird-:n-tii' -eahl>ag -story, from the Whig,
who abides oil this side of the river, that lie was
u it
ntirelv true, idi• r-• was no eahhage eaten. wanted.
I'/.r-i in tie
*bhag>\ and nobody poi-oied.
Workmen are now engaged in this city framing
of tii<- 'tors *s all eorrert.
die woodwork ‘f the railroad bridges on the Moose».
*
town-, in Main.- v«-t hear-! from i*> the head road.,
"several cargoes of timber for the pur»11
i! t
11. nil '.’'’ins to he the most
■i:mu :a 1»:\ oil
TIi*- committee returns a valuation i pose have been lauded.
•i’_ov-tii iii"- tittle'tun ot .f.'lbo:’lo-. aeli roll.
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l:r-l week, was crowded to the utmost with passengers and freight. The business on the route is inTeas|ng year hv year.
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Tii-re :uv mi>|m ions Moat iii Low Nton that. Air.
few inches of snow the next morning greatly imhapplin. whose hody was found in the rums of the proved the travelling.
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fast. arc being tried in Portland this week.
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wpnai i->e uf sjy.unn for K*n t Knox.
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A child of ('apt. McFarland, on ( edav street,lost
eye last week from the thrust of a red-hot poker

in 'lie hand of another child.

that !i

were

House.

Soniebodt lias borrowed from us a copy of Ocno
Scott's new work on fishing When lie has niaster1 the whole of the gentle art of angling, we hope
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(.'apt. P.uekland, having finished the field work of
the Penobscot River and Bay Railroad,is now putting the results on paper at his rooms in the Ameri-
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The people at Lincolnvillc Beaeli are preparing
to build a wharf as an inducement for steamers to

—

touch there.

made to rob the bank at Gallatin,
Mr. (be. 1!. Starbird, a former resident in this
Missouri. The t>: liki'l' Wa- killed and one of the
in Portland on Friday last.
robber-. severely wounded. Humor .tv- 8t >0,000 i city, died
.■ "iv < arrie-l oil.
The savings Bank at Stockton is about to go inah
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shoemaker* .wholast sumim earned from twenty
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.ilking the street*, not knowing where to get their
•read.
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EXPENDITURES.

The following statement exhibits the receipts and
s. It. Niles, Ksip. the popular advertising agent,
expenditures lbr the fiscal year ending June 30,
!
ISO!)
Receipts, customs $180,048,420.03: Internal
ia
!•.-»■ u elected tu tin Boston < oinnion « oiineil.
! Revenue, $ 158,330,400.SO; lauds, $4,020,344.34: dithe
rect
tax.
in
In a ase of marital
<'iueinnati,
$705,0*5,01: miscellaneous sources, $27.parati-m
-laiutitl addressed the Court:
‘•Judge,** said she, 752,829.77; total, exclusive ofloans, §370,943,747.21
I
lift lo\e .lat dar nigger; lie kicked me in de Expenditures—Uivil service. $50,471.001.53: Penon-,
until lie loosened all my in*ides. and when sion.- and Indians, $35,510,544.04; War Departore.1 in' atleelion for him vanished
ment. $7*,*50,990.01; Navy Department, $20,757.ono.97,; interest upon the public/tebt. $130,094,242.80
Premium on'|7 3-10 U. S. Treasury Notes, $300,000.
LOCAL ITEMS,
c.
total, exclusive ofloans, $321,490,597.75, Receipts
in e xcess of expenditures, $49,453,149.40.
The following statement exhibits the receipts
relate*, to u- a
of lie Saving.** I*.ml.
M
i^.11111■
and expenditure s for the quarter ending Sept. 30,
ttl" !r.i.• i-.i ti« i; »■ mnectviI with that nion1809Receipts from Uustoms $52,598.921.80^interj nal
n no
me ago a couple, hailing
u y !ii*ililuiion.
Revenue,$47,920,352.51; Lands,$893,80-4.08: Miscellaneous sources, §7.412,483.57. Total, excluv *m lirook*.. -aaii1 in mi tie- purpose of <f-positing
sive of loan-, $10*,831,022.02. Expenditures, after
;o
l li, r.
w;l- somt
question Ijotwr.m them as deducting the amount of
repayments by disbursing
ii should b
nmi
!epu*dted in. tii woman officers and other civil services, $15,102,202.05; Inmui
halt of the sum. It was finally settled dian- and Pensions. $ 13,547,942;79; War Department, $13,595,408.05 : Navy Department, $5,782,030.the Iq> -'ii should I»«- in the man's name, with
90; interest on public debt, $37,152,270.74, Total,
'in nnd. rstauding that payment should be made
exclusive of loans, $*5,480,514.59.
Receipts in ex1
orient of the wife.
cess of expenditures, $23,351,107.13.
> b>
A few days ago the
The
estimated
and
receipts
expenditures for the
appealareompanied hy a .woman who tiie three
remaining quarters of the fiscal year endei
!n r mark iu token of assent, ami the deposits
ing June 30. 1*70, are as follows: Receipts from
withdrawn. Soon afterward a woman put in customs, $135,000,000: internal revenue $127,000,lands $4,000,000: miscellaneous sources, $20,000;
m appearance, having walk, did) miles, to inquire
000,000; total $280,000,000. Expenditures—Civil
She proved to he tin* man's wife, >en
it.ont tie money.
ice, $40,000,000; pensions and Indians, $21,000•■•■iu** that lie procured a woman in this city
ami
000: War Department $40,500,000: Navy Department
$11,000,000 interest of the public, debt $93,750personate le iu onlei to get the cash!
o00: total $209,250,000. Estimated|receipts in excess
Mr David Stearns died in Jackson, on tile Sth, of expenditures $70,750,000.
l P2 years. lb* was horn in W eston, Mass.,and
r.oiiiii.’ULO * v/i»
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WASHBURN’S.
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ANT1»

house inspectors and the “elect’’ of the i
( IHIIfAT.
IlF.I.rDiT
Celestials were allowed to go. As soon as the
WEEKLY FUH THE JOURNAL.
ia)RRKl’TKI
steamer’s planks were down the Chinamen be-1
It:.!.i ast, Wednesday, December 1V, ISO'S.
on
j
gau to come off and deposit their luggage
14 to 15
$7.>90 to 12 Hound Hog,
Flour,
the wharf.
to 40
0.00 Clear
1 JO
2.00
1.75
1.20
00
2.59
00
00

Corn Mea!

An exciting scene opened when the Inspect-!
Kye Meal.
of Customs commenced operations on the Bye,
silk, Corn,
for contraband

ors

luggage, looking

opium,

Each man’s property was gone through
by them, and with a rapidity and recklessness
which evidently bewildered the Chinamen.
Much of the baggage was broken needlessly.
Valuable camphor wood chests were kicked
open, even while the owners were searching
for the keys. Carpet bags were torn open
and their contents scattered on the ground,
frequently when there was opiun in them.
Some of the people also were roughly handled, particularly where traces of opium was
discovered.
One man made his appearance and was
walking very coolly away. An officer thought
his clothing was too heavy, and that he had
on too many coats, lie therefore stopped him.
took out his knife and slashed into the garments, much to the astonishment of the Celestial. He had five or six coats on, and in one
of them was quilted several large packages
of opium.
The Inspector cut away with his
knife until the fellow was nearly disrobed,
atul lie had obtained for his labor about four
pounds of the drug. Others bored into shoes,
and in many instances the bit brought from the
centre ot the soles the flavor of the hidden
soporific. In several instances thin patches
of the stuil' were found stuck on the inside
soles of shoes, at the instep.
One man had a long, richly embroidered pillow under his arm. He carried no other bedding, and his evident solicitude for the safety
of the pillow drew attention, and excited suspicion. An inspector went for it. The Chinaman gave a grunt of despair as the relentless
knife ripped open the pillow revealed a large
quantity of opium. It was also found in trunk
panels and false bottoms of boxes, in bits of
confectionary and cakes. A number of large
cylindrical blocks of granite, apparently perfectly solid, attracted attention, and several of
them, after being subject to the closest scrutiny, were passed, and finally only five or six
An officer thought he
were left on the wharf.
could observe a difference in the quality of the
granite at each end of the blocks. He took a
hammer and pounded on the end of a block,
but without effect. Ho'turned it over and
struck the other end several heavy blows.
when, to the surprise ot every one present,the
false granite crumbled, and it was found that
several pounds of opium were packed in a
square hole or a chamber in the centre. This
had been closed with granite cement so closely resembling the main part that a casual observer would fail to discover tiro difference
between them. The officers of the Society to
Protect Chinese wore on hand, and their presence and occasional rebukes operated as
wholesome checks on the useless and illegal
destruction of property.
A remarkable spectacle was the landing of
the women and girls, of whom there were 210
etc.

This business of importing Chinese women
lias been reduced to a system. Seven or eight
cars (extras) of the Omnibus line were reserved for transportation of the women to the
Chinese quarters. Into these the creatures
were driven by squads, under tile guardianship of policemen, and hauled to a point near
Jackson street, above Dupont. There was
another immense multitude of Chinamen, till
evidently laboring under much mental exciteThe women then ran the gauntlet
ment.
again. The alley, which is one the narrowest
and filthiest in the city, was lined with Chinamen and women. The strangers were driven
through it and up some rickety old steps leading to the Dupont street theatre, and into the
pit of tha' wretched place they were again
herded. 1 [ere, too, was a guard of officers obliged to protect the infamous traffickers in
humanity—obliged to stand by and keep the
peace, and see that bad Chinamen do not kidnap the women. On the stage were eight or
ten men—the meanest looking of them allami one lecherous old woman who kept jabbering away at the women. Here these slaves
—slaves to the most unprincipled, immoral
and cruel of owners, are assorted, marked
over and sent to the “six companies,” to which
they are consigned. This operation had not
been commenced when we left the place.

U;ulev.
Beans.

Oats,
Potatoes,
Dried Apples
Cooking, do.
Butter,
Cheese,
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27
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Salt I'ork,

$37

Mutton per lb,
7
8
Lamb per lb.
t urkeys,per lb.
17
Chickens, per lb, 15
20
Ducks, per lb,
$10
Hay per ton,
Lime.
$1.50
40
Washed Won!.,
30
Unwashed Wool
Hulled Wool,
45
0
Hides,
20
Calfskin*,

Sheep Skins,
Wood, hard.

to 08
to 10
to 25
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to 20
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BRANCH,

the favorite proscriptions of the New Turk crevices to retain dirt or grease.
Lives
Simple ami unilorm
Medical University. What may seem almost incredible I in its action, it is the quickest stove in use, and it will
cure
diswith
which
as
an
air
is the astonishing rapidity
they
tight stove.
keep a tire over night as well
A valuable Book
eases hitherto considered incurable.
Having sold in the past four years SEVER.'. L HUNinformation
and
never
DRED of these stoves,
[ree, containlngtfimportant Physiological
having heard them
tor everybody. Agents wanted in every town in the j spoken of, save in the highest terms ot commendation
to
would
be
with
communicate
State. We
pleased
any and praise, we feel justified in recommending them as
one desiring an agency for the sale.of the University
the best stove in use.
Medicines.
Those In pursuit of :* good stove, would do well to call
F, P. HENDERSON, M. D., Consulting Physician. I and examine, ami see what the- using it have to s.iy
Medical
I
Advice, free. Office regarding it.
cases cured by Contract.
Also on hand and tor sale low a l ug* lot of second
hours from 8 o’clock in the morning to 8 o’clock in the
hand stoves of all classes, but little worn.
evening. Address all letters to
HENDERSON & STAPLES, Agents,
f Parlor coal and
Wo have as good an assortment
wood stoves,
University Branch, 250 Congress St.,
Maine.
tfit
Portland,
i
!
AND BOXES
\T ES, I GOT THESE NICE BOOKS
at Washburns. You had better look at his goods.
A
are

j

j

j

AIll-TIOHTS,

|

FHANKLLNS,

FI Ulv KUAMKS
RINT3

SANTA CLAUS!
Brothers, Husbands aud Misters,
Will you please call and examine our stock of Fitch Victories. Collars and Mutt’s, River Sable Collars and
Mutt’s, Squirrel Collars and Mulls, Ladies and Gentleman's Fur Trimmed Gloves and M icons; Gents Patent
Fur Collar?, Ladies’ Fur Trimmed Hoods, Ladies’ Astracan Cloaks.
WANTED—4 good Pant, Vest and Coat Maker*.
\!000 pair of good Socks; 1000 lbs. of mixed yarn. Cash
paid lor Mink, Otter, Fox, Muskrat andfSkunk Skins.
RAWSON & STAHL.
2w23*
Waldoboro, Dec. 14, 1800.

y
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POSITIVE

VVD

If your

druggist

NEGATIVE

-JpiLANNKLS,

description tf your disease to Prop. Payton j
Spence, M. D.. Box 5817, New Yukk City, and those j

brief

mysterious, »ait(ler*worklu^ Powders wil
ft boxes
be mailed to you, post paid. 1. box $1

GET THE BEST,

-AT—

U4:»sp

Is beyond a question the very best medicine of the day
for all CO UG I Ls, COl.DS, Sore THROAT and LUNGS!
Also for Whooping Cough an i Croup in Children it is
the most ellective medicine ever used.
Sold by all Dealers in Medicines.
B. F. BRADBURY, Proprietor, Bangor. Me.
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston, Agent- tor New
»'>ml7
England,

A.

S.

2 m ir

BANNER,I CAN,

H. H. JOHNSON, M. D.,

WE TIIER BEE

H.

SELL

WILL

DOES, AND

GOODS

HOOD

TOWN.

THE

MONEY MAKER’S

Night ill answered lroin II. II. Johnson’- result in
dm!•
Church St.

found

CITY BLOCK

large and seasonable stock

a

M

prices.

Belfast, Nov. 10,

I.

at

jind
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the \ory low’e.-t
Owls

LNION B .4. NT NT E It.
Belfast Maine.
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trip per week during
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Railroad Ties Wanted

80,000

II K Y
PRINTS,

€1 0 0 D £

SHEETINGS, FLANNELS, PAINT
CLOTHS, ETC.

C R O G K E
A NICE

Ti

V

~

MA

A WELL

ASSORT MEN, 1.

Bolfast
NOW

SELECTED STOCK, OF THE BEST IN

grades,

warrant to

give

will
satisfac-

A. P.

|J

pro-

Y F OKU

Scorn,

1 HH

flour, groceries, &c.

JEarNIE

GEO. 0. BAILEY.
Holiday Presents for all can be found at
U23
Parker & Co.’s, 9t> & 100 Summer street, Boston.
Belfast, Dec. 11, ISO!).
Estimated receipts and expenditures based upon Mass. To enable every person to provide themthe existing laws for the liseal year ending June selves with handsome and useful Holiday Presents,
ALBIMK, ALlinut
IlOth, lsTl : Receipts—From Customs $187>,0U0,000 from now until the 20th of January, INTO, these
1 nternalRevenue,$175,000,000, Lands; $3, 000,000; gentlemen will issue large
Catalogues
eight-paged
l iu Charlestown. Mas*.,, w h u
her parents'
miscellaneous sources, 23,000,000: total, 393,000,- of all the newest and best novelties in such goods A large assortment, in great variety of Pat\va- burned by the l>riti*di at the buttle of
000.
Expendturcs—Civil, foreign and miscellan- as Fancy Boxes, Desks, Glove Boxes, Albums in
terns, at greatly reduced prices, at
inker's Hill. She survives him. They lived in eous,$00,000,000: interior, Indians and Pensions, Morocco', Guilt and Velvet Bindings, real Morocco
C. HERVEY’S.
3w2.i
36.000,000: VYar Department #.'>0.000 000: Navy De- Shopping Bags, Furnished Betieules, Silver Plated
M iro< until w ithin a few weeks of his death.
partment $3,000,000: interest upon the public debt, Ware and Cutlery of till descriptions, the latest
i h di >peii*ing of the Alfred Johnson fund for
127,000 000. Total $271,000 000. Estimated receipts styles of Jewelry in Gold. Cornelian. Jet, Shell,
exhibition of holiday goods at
Etruscan, Carbuncle and Hair, Dry Goods, Ac..
WuahlMirn*.
relict of tin poor of Belfast is to commence im- in excess of expenditures $102,000,000.
Ac., and hundreds of the latest and best published
liat.-l> The executor.*., in conference with the
books. They are giving One Hundred Tickets
The Watcrville Mail gives the particulars of to
authorities, have appointed H. II. Johnson
Yellow Ash Wantedevery o/ie’whn will become their Agent, without
which
accident
occurred
oh
Tuesa
shocking
’Un-i and Daniel Faunce agent.
charging them 10 cents each as heretofore. Head
They will he
(QUANTITY ol sticks of Yellow Ash, from 30 to
at the edge tool works of Hubbard, Blake the change to their Advertisement in another col10 leet long, to be hauled during the winter. Apply
ided hy a committee made up of one from each day
for
and
send
editor of this paper.
umn,
Catalogue.
to
the
One
of
the
Watcrville.
ft Co., at West
large
tlie religious societies of the city.
ist!23
Dec. 13, I860.
burst, instantly killing a young
a Bottle of Whiskey, let
Wants
grindstones
Man
If
a
I here having been some
question about the re- man named Otis B. Kelley, who was employ- him buy it and take it home like a man. and not
O
M
■
f
(! R
&
E IV ■ *
""'iig of A. (*. Jewett, Esq., in the suits against ed at it.
Two other persons, one on his right sneak home with a bottle of "Bitters” or "Cordial,”
non-paying subscribers to the railroad stock4 and one on his left, similarly occupied at other and pretend that it is medicine. If he wants a
DEALERS IN
tonic that is something better than a temporary
ire enabled to
say by authority that he Arif sheen stones, were unhurt, though a portion of the
stimulant, lie should get a bottle of Peruvian
t uned
a
the
and
is
Imsiwent
for
stone
by
company,
preparing
crashing through large quantity Syrup, (an Iron Tonic), that will vitalize the blood,
of scythes, throwing them in all directions. and give durable strength to the system.
Hess.
LEWIS’ WHARF, Belfast, Maine.
in the face and fore\ little attention is needed by the city authorities Young Kelley was struck
of three words. My first was an
t|23
1
am
composed
0*-Pedlcrs
supplied on liberal terms,
as he sat directly over the stone, crushthe t;»>t driving on High street. It is no proper head,
eminent officer of the Bevolution. My second is a
in the skull and forcing out a portion of distressing malady. My third is a grand remedial
ing
for the display of trotting horses, and some*
YOU KNOW THAT SANTA CLAUS IS AT
the brain. He was a steady and highly wor- agent. My whole is Warren's Coutiii Balsam.
2w23
WASHBURN’S f
d\ w ill get hurt if the
practice is not cheeked.
and
about
20
man,
unmarried,
years
thy young
become
have
who
chilled
from
Persons
throughly
Diogenes has erected his house for the sale of fish old. A piece of the stone, of the weight of
WARE.
I’lATBI*
• n
any cause, may have their circulation at once rethe corner, notwithstanding the inclement live or six hundred pounds,
passed up through stored
taking into the stomach a tea-spoonful of
by
it her.
The philosopher has also become patri- the Hooting overhead, and fell with suili- "Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment" mixed in a little Tea Setts, Salvers, Uoblets, Ice 1‘itchers, Cake Baskets,
Castors, Butter Dishes, Spoon Holders, Children’s
cient force to break the upper flooring tim- cold water, well sweetened.
•’bc, and hangs out the stars and stripes.
Cup Spoons, Forks &c., from the best makers,
bers—the stone remaining in the second
at the lowest prices, at
A tin wedding took place on
Congress street one
Every farmer who owns a good stock of Horses
C. IIERVEY’S
3w23
to
story.
and
intends
keep them through
Cattle and sheep
t'tght last week. Some ot the offerings, eonstruetthe winter, should get at once a good stock of "SherI
t that useful metal, were of
formation
unique
An exchange thinks that over all ball room doors idan's Cavalry.Condition Powders.” One dollar's Ca rol’ AND LOOK AT THE PRESENTS FOR I'llF
m l \\
orthy tie ;ittent ion of the < -uriou
^ Holiday: at Washburn's Bookstore.
Look out lor the train."
worth " ill ave it least a half a ton of ha\.
-IioiiM be in- ei ibe.l,

2w22
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Free
A
J

—

on

WHO

A Bookstore,
nice for the

WAS

INK)
says; You can find

Holidays there.

WASHBURN’S
everything that'is
:.w23

H AATEI)

HAYFOKD

Assignee’s

Fora New Illustrated Book of great historical interest,
stirring events and thrilling adventure.

lil.OCK,

“

Belfast, Maine.

THE

RIVER

OF THE WEST"

BY MKS. FRANCES FULLER

VICTOR,

OF

OREOON.

history and full description of the North Western
Slope, with extremely interesting accounts of the disLL be sold at public auction by virtue of a licence covery ot the Columbia, the Indian Tribes, the Fur
'Traders, the Oregon Missions and tragic fate of Or.
from the Court of Probate for the County of
Whitman find Family, the Immigrants, and
Farly Times
Waldo, on Saturday, the twenty-second day ot January, in
Oregon, etc.
A. D. 18ro, at two or the clock in the afternoon, at the
A

Administrator’s Sale.

WI

store of Jackson Mathews, at Lincolnville Centre, so
much of the real estate of Kbcn F. Smith, late of Lincolnville, in said County, deceased, intestate, as will produce the sum of five hundred and sixty-four dollars, ineluding the Reversion of Dower, for the payment of the
said deceased’s just debts, charges of administration and
incidental charges; said real estate consists of a dwelling house and wood shed connected therewith, and
about one-eighth of an acre of land, on which said
dwelling house stands, situated at Lincolnville Centre

With events in the

ROCKY
1

life of

a

MOUNTAIN HUNTER
AND

OREGON PIONEER,
vividly portraying the perils, hardships, and

BY

halo.

Il iTK fit I I»T(1

CHARLES C. CRARY. A l

(

lTO.M I R.

TIIK MA1TKR OF JOSEPH 1
HAI.K, BANK
nipt. By order of the Honora! le Euwnrd 1 <»\
ot
l mted State,
of
tin*
District
Court
tinKs<p, .Judge
lor the Dictriet ol .Maine, 1 shall sell at public aueti mi
at my otlice in Beliast, in sai l District, <>u I hui>.ia>. tl
twenty-third day of December, i:i>i.,:-.t ten ot th. el... k
in the ton-noon. certain chose- in action, to wit

IN

tor Sale.

the road leading to Norlliport, a
[ two-story House and good Stable. Buildings
in good repair and furnished throughout; an
excellent well and cistern; f3ur acres of land
enclot d; very pleasant and desirable residence; will be
sold at 1 bargain; immediate possession given if required, For further particulars inquire of Mr-.K.ll. COOMBS
on the premises.
Dec. f>. 18O1.).
3mo22

XICKER80!VI

OFFICE,

1

I \

ti2l

Situated

LADY

COUNSEL!,Ell it- ATTORNEY AT LAW.

t<--

•!

Notice ot Forclosure

B202J

N. TIIOnPMOI

DRESS MAKER,

P

•

DEPOSIT.

is a penny earned.”

Dwelling House
a,-..*

Bailey,

Monroe in ISO:!, the town being an almost
ok; a wilderness, with but three or four famine wifi whose maiden name was Putnam,

Bank

EXCHANGE A GOOD WOBK
Apply to J, C. LEWIS,
Belfast, Maine.

Nov. 29, 1807.

Solicits u share ol the .patronage ot the ladies of Belfast
and vicinity. She is ready to wait on you at your houses.
Geo. OCan be found at
MR. JOHN CARTE It’S,
.j
A.
Kiiowl3w22*
Cedar Street.
lias taken the store formerly occupied by 1',
and
is
opening an entire
ton, at tlio loot of Main street,
new stock, which will be sold at prices to suit the times.
S.

Uj

TIME TO

ft cow.

Ladies’ Unitarian S. Society will give an entertainment consisting ot Music, Dramatic Representations
rnilE REAL OLD VENERABLE GENTLEMAN, —“ No Cure—No Pay'5—Mrs. Jarloy’s Wax Works,&c.
X Santa Claus, is at WASHBURN’S BOOKSTORE. Closing with the sale of Fancy Articles and RefreshNO RAFFLING.

.MAIM

imiuiM

premises

Horse lor
WANTED—TO

II A L L.

The

ments.

;•

Wanted.

WEDNESDAY EVENING, DEC. 22, 1SGJ.

GOODS

Savings

THE

Foot of Main Street.
A

F:!,

Farm Wanted.

rpiIK

MANSFIELD,

tf2>

or

AI FANTED- d SMALL FAKM IN BKl.FA.il
within t»‘u mil*--. St itr pai Ii. 'ilaj
▼
price and address !’. O. Box
o\
Beliast, Nov. 1 >«»'.».

COURT OF BANKRUPTCY.

tion both as to price
and quality.
Conntry

■

DEPOSITS

we

44*Please call and examine our Goods.
duce »i' all kinds taken in exchange.

BELLAS

tt;*

Oxide G

TIT* II ERE AS, \V11.1.1 A.M A. WAlt RUN
d N.-rr.
made on or before tlie 1st of December.
port, in the county ot WtMo, u t!o twnty
be
March
or
will
ninth
ot
!
A.
D.
his
.i.*»
«l
o: no •<
December,
April,
placed
day
>o'>, by
January, February,
«age of that date, recorded in tin- Waldo liceistrv, \
upon interest on the 1st of each month.
from
l>d.
received
at
the
to
m<
a
certain
lid, page
daily
Banking Boom,
conveyed
Deposits
panel ot Ian
to 12 A. M., and 2 to f P. M. Saturdays from to 12 A.M. ! situate in said Northport, being tin- •.me p nines d
ASA FACNCK, Prest. scribed m my warrantee deed to < !iaiioti<*A. Martin
JOHN II. OUIMBY, Treas.
tilt*
V\
dated February -St h, : M>',, and
Belfast, Nov. 15, Iff.
nd t
Registry, Vol. HO, page It a, to wh
therein mentioned, referem-, i. ben ;• had for
le-en|
tioii : Also allot n r crtaiii parcel ot land, it-.nnn
said Northport, c uit.iining about tlm
being 11.
of
which were to me emit y< iby Harriet \
next Court of Bankruptcy, for the County
same
!o-r te« t ot
1_ Waldo, will be held at the oliiv* of the Kegifer of Joy, on the— day ol May, A. 1 IM-.
Probate,in Belfast, on Wednesdav, Dee, 29, A. D. Is09, warranty of that date, recorded in .-.aid ltcgi-trv. \...
at 9 o’clock, A. M.
PETEK TI1AC1IEK.
It ;, page -tod, ami wLovcas, the c md-ri -a in -tii.l l-.o.rt
Kesrister 5th District V >'*:••.
bioken.by lea- in whereot 1 claim t'O. elo-un
g,.g.
U21 ! Dated at Belfast, in said County, this lir-t dav t Decern
Belfast, 1N0V. 27, 1869.
U 1 11 KR 1*1.1; it>
her, A. D. lbtV.i
w
B'i Joskimi Williamson, his attorney.

and

common

that

IS

‘‘A penny saved

THE MARKET.

extra

CHURCH STREET,
4feCN'i!roii

1> K \ I 1ST.

south of li.iyfor l Block.

door

V

GROOEHIES.

A choice lot of the

corn. She sailed from N on Friday of last week*
but finding a head wind at sea and very rough, she returned to port at night, and anchored near Salisbury
Point. She again sailed on Saturday noon with a southerly wind, and was wrecked on the same evening on
Trundy’s Reef.

GOOD HOUSE well Unified, with i. and
harn and about 1 If acres ot land, u Saturday
Cove Northport .To a person wishing a pleasant
situation this oilers superior inducements. ApA. E. EL ETC H Kit.
ply to
:n»20
Northport, Nov. 25, 1BG9,

VV A H K

IW i: 0 \

S 8

(Qllice lir.'t

A Good Stand For Salo.

Small Wares and Yankee Notions
in great variety.

PORT OT RELI ANT.

cargo ol

G P. LOMBARD,
ID"

EilCist, Nov. c’i, is©.'.

,

PORK. BEEF. LARD AND FLOUR.

Sell Mary Alice, of Lincolnville, wrecked near Cape
Elizabeth, was from Ncwburyport, where she landed a

«

r,FS

Contractors B. & M. L. R. R.

SHIP NEWS.
ARRIVED.
Dec 0th Soli Banner, Curtis, Cuco,
12th.
Sells Mary, Gilchrist, Bucksville, S C; Ida
Morton, Cottrell, Boston; Rosauah Rose, Burgess, do:
Eveline, Gilmore, do; Harmony, Hart, do: Helen M
Condon, Condon, Philadelphia \ iu Rockland.
SAILED.
Dec Pith Sells Georgie, Brier, Charleston ; D K Aroy,
Ryan, Boston; Empire, Furguson,do.
11th Ship Chandos, (new) Emery. New York.

|

the original vend in the action to ivd.-.-m the following
described real
state, si mated in the town ot Knox, in
said County ot Waldo, km. vu a- a part of fie Hugh
(iilchrist farm and bounded as follows, to wit. on the
\vi st. by the road leading from the County road to \\ in.
l’.anton"’.-; on tie* north by land in posse—ion of (ie.-rg.
<). Clement ; on the east by said Clement’s land, amt
on the south, or by the County road hauling from
Knox Corner to Freedom Village; being that tract
of land conveyed to William
Murray, by .John lla-kcll, the above described premises being subjeet
to a mortgage given to l’eter W. Ayer, of Freedom, to sc cun the sum of two hundred and fifty
dollars, payable in six months from its date, dated
the 1 it>i day ol January, !>*'•:, on which there i- nowdue two hundred and sixty-seven dollars and thirtyight cents, which said mortgage u is aligned and on
vev' d to Crosby Fowler of Unity. ;n said County of WalI). W'X by the said
do, the 2.‘>th day of February,
I’eter W. Ayer, which said alignment i> recorded m
Kook 1 .s, page
17, Waldo Uegistryot I>eed-, -aid moit
gage is recorded in Kook 1 11, page ."..of said Ibgi.Mrv
A. 15KKKY Depur
Mu-rill.
of'Deeds.
h\2l
Unity, Nov. 2 lSh'.h

WILLSON, TENNANT & CO.,

highly

In Unity, Dec. 1st, Eben Taylor, aged *0 years and 5
months—a good citizen, an excellent and honest man,
and a lirm Democrat.
In Searsmont, Nov. 15th, Mrs. Nancy J., wife of William Wood, aged 44 years; Oct. 12th, little Atwood, infant son of Joel P. and Estclla F. Bennett, aged S mos.
In Freedom, Nov. 20th, Addle C., only daughter of
Win, D. and Jane Elliot, aged 2 years, 1 month, 17 days.
In Charleston, Dec. 1st, after a lingering sickness ol
ten mouths, George Win. Bag ley, aged 40 years.

l"

"4“uw

To be Cellar, llanuetui-, Vi ll»« 4*!» ..ml
and 6 indie-,
Hemlock— 9 feet long, 6 >«mh
>r ether timber
thick. Also ;t quantity of Hemlock
for crib*work. Dimensions will h fun isle tint the Contractors’oiiice. Partus desiring to lurnoh tin: above
or a portion of it, may apply to

Cr O O II * !

GOODS, GROCERIES, SMALL WAKES,
CROCKERY-WARE, FLOUR, PROVISIONS, ETC., ETC.

DRY

SIooiiHtore !

winter.

E.«>aviug‘ Belfast every TUESDAY. 3t«>tn ruing,
leave Boston every FRIDAY.
GEO. G. WELLS,
tf22
Agent.
H

THOSl.

at

RICH.

-oo-

Will make

K W

NEW

l1.'

HAVE SEEN

YOU'

SAY

Presents
DU)Christmas
%Vii*l»lMiri»’«*

-00-

CAI*T. HENRY S.

ROW

PHENIX

-5

<

Mo. 3 Phenix Row.

deceased.

-AT-

Great Bargains in Long Shawls at

T A

call

O U V

"

MTIIE

NOT_ICE.

Al

1. OS? N

No

m—i rMaTim™TrT«innHMwa>aBcn»r- y. -raraifg—BMi

active business man, an influential and
respected
citizen; kind and agreeable in all the relations of life; he
leaves a wife and two Children, Lost at tin* same time,
Eugene D. Decrow, aged 25 years, and Robert C. Pendleton, aged 20 years, both of Lincolnville. Mr. Decrow
leaves a wifound one child. They were respected by all
who knew them.
This sad event has softened the hardest heart and
moistened the driest eyes with tears,
lliey were universal favorites with the citizens of Lincolnville, and
all feel called to sympathize with the relatives ot the

p

CMLUIHY.

1800.

l

:a

may!..-

ROW

WONDKKFUUY l o\Y.

MV It)
SUBSCRIBER oilers his luim formal *.
situated in Northpor on a good road, and in a
minutes
healthy and pleasant location, thirty
Sheriff’s Saie
ride from the Post Olliee, Depot ami Steamboat
wharves. Said farm contains G acres good land, suitWaldo, s-..
!1
W«
Woodland.
and
Pasture
divided
into
Tillage,
ably
A
riAAKl'.N .ii Execution in favor •>' l\t-r W. Ayer
fenced, well watered and good buildings, house nev
am
:m.I will be sol 1 it pul!. an
Willi
and
Penwith
X
of
the
best
fruit,
Murray.
orchard
Crab-apple
large
trees, Grape vines, Cherry, Currant, Wilson and Agri- tion. mi th" 21th day i>i January, A. 1L !- W .d
itson.
o’clock, in tin- alternoou. at the office ol A 1-.
cultural Strawberry. &c.
j*.i:i; w h.« li »uid
Stock and Tools sold at a lair valuation if dc. in d. in Unity, in said Count;., all the right in
<
'v
Kennebec
William
ot
assaiboro,
d.
(’.
ounty Mat.
Terms easy. Apply to
LEWIS,
Murray
of Airline, has or had on the 20th day .d March A. D.
Belfast Maine.
the same on
attachment
of
til
time
of
the
tt-il
lMV.i, being
Nov. 30, 1800.

OF AND AFl'KU TUESDAY, DEC. 71-U, TIIK
STEAJl Elt

KL

PHENIX

5

SKM.lNii

Farm for Sale.

S. M. FULLER’S Store, No. 10 Main Street.
Address all letters to
tf'Jl

New Lot of desirable Dress Goods at

No

articles, will

in want ol the above

persons
it lor their advantage to call upon
ALL
at the
SHOE STORE

j

[ Obituary notices, beyond the date, name and age,must
bepaidfor.!
Washed form the wreck of the sell. Mary Alice, on
Trundy’s lleef, oil' Cape Elizabeth, Dec. 0th. Capt. John
C. Perry of Lincolnville, aged 45 years. Capt. P. was an

Office, JOHNSON’S BLOCK, Phoenix Ro*.

OwlO

TRUNKS and VALISES.

MANUAL.

N

>

MDNKOK.

Lilt" with !>1J

Hoots. Shoes A Huhhn s!

to IHtoraturr, Racy Mkttclies,
Short Mtortas, Poetry, Funny Things
of all sorts and sizes, Useful Receipts, &c., &c., being intended for all classes of people.
Every subscriber will receive as a premium free a
copy of

I i( i K<

Plivsn'l \ X A- rSI

CHEAPER THAN ANY MERCHANT
IN

Belfast. Me

68 Main Street,

KNOW FOR A FACT THAT

y

!”

copies

Turner'* Xeurulg'iu ■•ill:—T!u» great remedy lor
Xeuralgia and all Xerrous Diseases. More than 100,000
cured by it in the last two years. Price by mail, 1 package $1.00,—0 packages $5.27.
The Lorraine Vegetable Cathartic ■■ill:
The best known remedy tor all Diseases ot the Blood, :
Stomach, Liver, Kidneys; tor Headache. Rheumatism,
and in all cases where a cathartic is required. Price by i
mail, 1 box :;l cts.—5 boxes $l.ls,—lg boxes S3.04.
TU UN .Ell & CO., 12 Them on r St., Boston-, Mass,
3 m 12

DIED.

.1, IX Hadiiv

ROW.

tiwli)

The Manual consists of over fifty valuable Receipts,
Arts, Secrets, &c., many single ones of which have
been sold at from one dollar to one hundred dollars.
These Receipts, &c., are fully equal to those sold by
other parties for $5.00. We have been to great expense to procure them, and now offer a copy free to
every subscriber to our highly interesting and entertaining paper.
Terms for the Union Banner only fifty cents a
sent to any
year—always in advance. Specimen
address for six cents. Everybody should subscribe
at once. Send along your halves and get the rest
and cheapest paper in the world and a $'».0u premium
free.
When you write say where you saw this advertisement. Office over

___

In Nortliport, 13th inst. by Rev. \V. O. Thomas, at
the house ot the bride’-. father, Mr. Geo. M. \V. Rice,
of Montreal, Canada, and Miss Sarah G., daughter ot
Geo. Walker, Esq. [The editor was kindly remembered,
for which thanks are returned.]

And it is in advance* of any STOVE that i- -r h.v be. ■*.
made lor burning coal. This stove -peaks lor itself, amt
I can endorse what it savs.
1 have the PAKAHON, iNKIV < «»AI. HEATF.U. lor
STOKES, OFFICES HALES and SHOPS, gotten up
by one who has had practical experience, ami is said
he III, I.l.Y" and be;::? the inveutor, or any ut/ur Mtui
! a in also agent for MAGEES NEW Tl'KUI.Ai:
El 'KNACK which tl.e\ keep improved up to the tiun
and for the radiating ol hear, keeping of f re. and fci»u*
m> in tuel has not been beaten by the combined hi
th- ‘letters up ol Furnaces.

city

No. 5 PHENIX

DEVOTED

a

MARK I E f >

MAGEE’S ADVANCE,

By L. H. MURCH.

POW-

Powders, send

hasn't the

This i> the be-t WOOD COOK h fOVE that luu cvr
It will do more cooking, radiate more beat
been m.ui
last longer aud take less tuel, than any other Stove ever
in the Marker. These art nut -ay -o»*3 only, lor 1
wili warrant it to do so.
1
Iso have the be-t V A E C'-oKINe .-sToVE thit
lire v%as ever put into.

DON'T

BELFAST,.MAINE.

NPEtfC’JE'S

Belfast. Me.

—

>

PUBLISHED MONTHLY AT

by

Street,

BACKS.

WHERE

ALL

b3 Main

DOOMS,

DID iYOU GET THAT NICE PRES
ent you gave your wife? At Washburn’s,
did
where
you think?
FOR

at

Git VTES.

Pie Knives,
Berry Spoons,
Preserve *j‘‘
Butter *•
Cheese
Sugar
Desert
Pickle li
Fruit
Tea and Table
Sardine, Olive and Pickle Forks, Children Silver Setts.
Ornamented and in Cases, at
3w23
C. HERVEY S.

PAPEII

be found in this

New Stove may be found

aai I have got them, CLOTH ES WIMNOEKS.l im in
I am also agent for DOTY’S CEOlHES WASH HI
th it not only knocks the spots oil of auv W.i hing M
chine ever made, but the dirt out ol the Clothe-.
^gent, I am also, ‘or morcjl.ight Ei'iuid Gas. it burnbetter, gives more light, will not explode and is cheap,
tha kerosene oil. 1 'or sale at .). 15. WALLIN's tor 40
ami repair pieces, constantly on hand, together with all
eta. per gallon.
articles ol kitchen furnishing goods, usually t<> be
J have lor sale, the Tubular Lam«-rn, that -ivo* tti
!
STOltE.
found in a well appointed STOVE
best light, w .11 not smoke, m r blow out mb v the h.Remember the [dace, and don't forget that we are NOT that has
been aot up.
TO RE UNDERSOLD.
w..rM In
J have got one more new thing.that
M«dfa»t.
o. 3.* Tl.kiii
gniosl.S
over >een era y for.
new COFFEE S11.F1T.K -imp'
in foim, giv
you all the str« ngtli you can / u .m* ot th
iFORGET THE LITTLE ONES AT HOME, collet, pours out clear, pours a good stream, nut iwhen yon cun get a present lor them so cheap at to b<* kept clean.
I am also agent to run tin* Shebang, and turn
S
BOOKSTOSE.
WASHBURN
.r
era ill- where ail these things may In Guild
else that turns uj in my lim*. at price- m » I *\'
SHEETINGS AND PRINTS
it astonishes cv« ry ither nun.

COIN SILVER GOODS.

And take no other. See that the portrait ot Dr. Clarke
is upon the label of each bottle. No other is genuine.
They are purely vegetable and will not intoxicate, tlsp

DEIIS.

run-•*:«

J. B. WADLIN’S,

FI I v*F BI1K K,

STYLE

It I CU

AND

E W

CYUNDE1F,
as can

Fathers

nmeuiEti

theGitKAT Spiritual Remedy,

This

Henderson

$4.00 to 5
5 to 0

Diieate ye have

II K1 SI MAS

(

TROPIC COOK STOVES

IlllMISAXIOI!

UNIVERSITY

that result from indiscretion in early li»e may be alleviated and cured. Those who doubt this assertion should
purchase Dr. Hayes' new medical work, published by the
TH E
Peabody Medical Institute, Boston, entitled
SCIENCE OF LIFE, or SELF-PRESEB VAT ION.
Vitality impaired by the errors ot youth ora too close
application to business, may be restored, and manhood
regained. The Institute also publishes “SEXUAL
PHYSIOLOGY OF WOMAN, AND HER DISEASES,” the best book of the kind extant. One or
both these works should be in every household. The
advertisement of tin* Peabody Medical Institute, in
another column, will give the reader a fuller account of
these excellent publications.
spy w23

;ver

ill K

ol the

This Stove is cast by the Boston & Maine Foundry Co.,
NEW YORK
of the best Scotch Rig Iron, CONTAINING NO ADMIXTURE OF OLD METAL, and being cast of extra
weight, it is not liable to BREAK OR CRACK. Having an extended firc-box.it takes long fuel, requiring
The oven doors are supplied
wood to be cut but once.
250 CONGRESS ST., Portland, Me.
with swivel handles, so that they cannot j: roper, and
and staples, Agents tor the! being giound at the points of meeting, there can be no
State of Maine, with the exception of the follow- ingress or egress of air, to retart the baking. The covers
We j are very strong and heavy, <o formed that they will lie
ng counties: Oxford, Somerset and Franklin.
lave just arrived in Portland with a full supply of the j piled one
upon another when not in use.
celebrated UNIVERSITY MEDICINES. These Cura- \
The finish is plain, smooth and neat, containing no

SPECIAL NOTICES.
TUF. r.vi»u>

large lot

M.K.V

WASH HI'UN'S BOOKS lOllK.

The Fireside

S. S. MERSEY & SON
a

Yol
at

2w23

85to$l
$0.00 to 8

Wood, soil,
Dry Pollock,

onts
HAVK

STOVESH

Pins, Ear Rings, Finger Rings and '.Sleeve
luttons, with a full and complete n9sortmeut of all have just received and offer lor sale
C. HERVEY,
jootls in my line
celebrated
Phentx Row.
Bosom

••

tom

FORGET TO LOOK AT WASHBURN'S
3w£i
the Holidays,

Goods for

STOVES!

FINE GOLD JEWELRY.

j

one of tin most rili.-imit means of strengthening
I he country in its financial relations with other
countries i- the development of our commercial
The returns show that a very large
marine.
amount of foreign trade is in English hands. We
are not only thus dependent upon a rival country
for the performance ot the business which should
be in the hands of our own people, but our ability
n> maintain specie payments is materially diminished. If the -mtire foreign trade of the country, hath
of exports and imports, were carried on in American ships the earnings would not be less than
$75.000.ooa a year.
At present freights of the foreign trade in American ships do not exceed $28,000,into.
Were this trade exclusively in American
hands, a large part of tiii- difference of 17,000,000
tue te. the United States and payable in
would It
It was like landing a drove of sheep
on board.
It. for example, an American
othei c.Miatrics.
or cows.
At all points of the compass were
citizen our‘base in New York a thousand barrels
drive them, and they came off the boat
of flour for six thousand dollars and export it to men to
The
Liverpool in an American vessel, and it is there sold in squads of lifteen or twenty at a time.
for scum thousand dollars, a bill of exchange may
policemen and Chinese “bosses” kept each
be drawn against (lie proceeds and an invoice of
squad together, and drove the entire crowd
goods of the value of $7000 purchased in England into a corner under the
shed, and there they
at
the
Custom
House
although
entirely (liquidated,
stood, watched as closely as ever was guarded
at V- v York there would be an apparent balance
If a Chinaa gang of slaves in the South.
against, tiie country of $1000.
Tint on tin*, other hand the thousand barrels of woman resident here approached too near the
ire exported in a British vessel, the proceeds
'ion
prizes, .-.lie was seized and pushed away, and
«»f t lie flour realized in New York, and which can
if any of the new comers left the crowd she
in-applied to the payment of the goods bought in
England, will be only $0000, and there will remain was driven back or seized by the hack of (he
.i a
actual balance against the country of $1000. neck and shoved to her place again.
I hi- familiar example shows the importance of es- !
Near the multitude, is an office in which a
:
Jilishing our commercial supremacy upon the j
white woman is stationed, and whose business
in-an, and I deem it therefore essentiafto our prosperity that the shipping interest of the country be is to search the females for opium. The door
fostered, not only as a nursery for seamen, but also is shut and the window shades kept down close
a- an essential agency in enabling the Government
so the examination is conducted secretly. Poto institute and maintain specie payments.
It is an
door mark off with motions
inteivsi also which in its development is as import- lice officers at the
ant to tin* state and people remote from sea coast of their clubs six of the women at a time.
i- to maritime sections. Every addition to These were let in, searched, sent out, driven
as it
our facilities for the export of the products of the ininto another corner, and another squad would
terior is as advantageous to the producer as to the
in. This continued till every woman was
merchants and shipbuilders of the coast. While I go
do not anticipate that it will be necessary to delay searched. It is seldom any opium is found in
the possession of these poor wretches. Most
r sumption until our proper commercial position
t
regained. 1 am satisfied that tile development of of those who come are young girls, many of
tl e navigation ami ship interest will improve the them not over 12 or 10
years of age, and nine
ei edit and raiddlv
ugiudit the wealth of the coiintenths, at least, are for purpose of prostitution.
r\.
UWKflTS

Ari/.oua Indians, i- dead.

we

OALL

WHAT EVERY PERSON NEEDS is some refor habitual Costivcnc-s. “I would advise
all those who are troubled with Dyspepsia, CostiveAt 8 o’clock A. M. yesterday the steamer ness, Piles, Biliousness. Headache, or any form of
from China and Japan came up the harbor. Indigestion, to use DR. IIA RR ISDN’s PER I ST AI
ELISHA Ill'NTINGTON,
As soon as she came in sight there was a TIC LOZENGES."
M. D.. Ex-Lieut. Governor ot Massachusetts. For
general excitement and stampede in the Chi- sale at No. 1 Tremont Temple, Boston, by E. A.
Men and women piled into HARRISON A CO.. Proprietors, and
nese quarters.
by all Drug2mo23
hacks, express wagons or cars, and till went gist.-, Mailed for 09 cents.
of
First
the
corner
to
landing place,
hurrying
What shall 1 buy for
fur. Universal Cky.
and
and ilranuan streets. Many special
reg- Holiday Presents” can lie answered best by Pai:kular policemen and officers of the Society for j j.;i; A CD., 9- A 190 Summer St., Boston, who have
the Protection of Chinese were with them, and j an immense v ariety of Holiday and useful articles,
Desks,
before the steamer had reached her moorings sueh as all kind- of Fancy Boxes, Writingand
VelGlove Boxes, Albums in Morocco and Gilt
a crowd of about 200 people, whites and Asi- j
vet bindings, real Morocco Shopping Bags. Furatics, In d assembled in front of the gates. nished Reticules. Silver Plated Ware, and Cutlery
Oulv such men as showed passes or had of all descriptions. Jewelry imitations of the latest
cannot be distinguished
some business on the wharf were allowed to styles of solid gold, which
from tlic real, Ac., Ac., and hundreds of the latest
pass the gates; but whenever the door was and most entertaining Books. Their stock conopened there was a rush for it from all sides, tains almost everything necessary to supply the
which the keepers could scarcely withstand, wants and gratify the taste ot everybody, and they
and to keep the anxious ones back rosewood claim that their superior facilities for bitving these
sell at
much under the
clubs were used with great freedom and stun- goods enables tin m to sueh very
art.eles. They want
for
: regular prices paid
about
wharf
the
effect.
On
half-way
ning
Agents everywhere, to whom they otler most lib-;
down from the gates a rope was drawn 1 end inducements We call attention t their ad- ]
I
!
lm-0
eusbut
none
that
officers,
and
vertisement in another column.
across,
beyond

ARRIVAL OF CHINESE.

From the San Francisco Bulletin, Nov.
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C. R.
J. R,

Notes of
Executions
as

Kendall,
Hopkins,

v.

Charles P. W hi,

\.

Henry

per Schedule B.-v.
1 )ebt- due Banki upt on o[
A. Hovev,
William Rounds,
John McLure,

K.

(iilman,

loo.on
■'•.**
!

n account. to wo

George Durrell,
Henry Bray,
C. S. Clark,
Jacob lvaasler,
K. C. Newcomb.
Miss Beadslcy.
II. A. Sanderson,
Sundry small accounts ol little or no
value, ns per memorandum book,
estimated at
Geo. 11. Chick,
C. Moulton.
J. It. Hopkins.
S. Hyde & Co.
C. S. Olark,
M. J. Beardsley

Samuel Bair,

-!

jT.I
1

'•>»
p

:d.i
n.o
t
jo

oo

bjd.uo
ldd.00

».oo
:<;.oo
HJo
lou.oo
Ids.oo
:o.oo
-it.DM
d'.Oo
JNi.oo
*jos.on
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A. J. Bair,
S. Wolfe,
P. tlavnes,
John Law,
as per Sclidule B.-a. d
Interest in Policy on lateot Bankrupt tor Sldofl, pay.
able in case of death to Mary M. Hall, premiums paid to
Jan. Id, lstiS, per Schedule B.- c. (:>)

JOSEPH WILLIAMSON, Assignee.
jwj
Belfast, December 1,

JOSEPH MILLER. Adm’r.
village.
3w23
Lincolnville, Dec. 15, 1809.
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This work offers great inducements to Agents. It is
subscriber hereby gives public notice to all con1 ccrned, that she has been duly appointed and taken finely illustrated; intensely interesting; replete with
and instruction, and treats ot subjects
upon herself the trust of Administratrix of the estate humor, patho.v
of Benjamin Brown, late of Belfast, in the County of which are now*; and inviting. Fra y page will hr fomal
Waldo, deceased, by giving bond as the law directs; she fresh, original, and entertaining. Xow in press, and
therefore requests ullpersons who are indebted to said bound to have a great run. For descriptive circulars and
deceased’s estate to make immediate payment, #hd those terms, which are very liberal, address the Publishers,
who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same lor i •l\v22 K. W MUSS 4V CIO., Hartford. Conn.
PHEBK C. BERRY.
settlement to him.
3w23
By Joseph Williamson, her Attorney.

Notice-

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all concerned, that she has been duly appointed and taken
upon himself the trust of Administrator of the estate
of James Cook, late of Belfast, iu the County of
Waldo, deceased, by giving bond as the law directs; he
therefore requests all persons who are indebted to said
deceased’s estate to make immediate payment,and those
who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for
MOSES CARNEY,
settlement to him.
',\\ *:
By Juslimi Williamson, his Attorney.

THE

SUBSCRIBER has sold liis'apof hecary’s stock
in trade, at the corner of Main and High street, to
RICHARD If. MOODY, who will continue the busi-

THE
ness.

Thankful to the

public

lor their

patronage we

so-

licit a continuance of their favors to the present
proprietor, whose experience qualities him tor the business.
Persons wishing for medical advice or atti lulanee will
find me at No. r, Court street, or at the corner ot Main
and High street
RICHARD Moony M.n.
Dec. 1. lrtikh
..w '■_*

CAUTION —All genuine has the name Peruvian
Hykup,’/•*(/«>< “Peruvian Bark,”) blown in the
A
pamphlets sent' free. J. P. Dlnsmoua
Proprietor, dt> xl)ey St!, New York.
bold b) all Dru^Uts.

!

A PASSING WISH.
nv alici: caijy.

for the life of a Gipsy!
A strong-armed, barefoot girl:
And to have the wind for a waiting-maid
To keep my hair in curl;
I'o bring me "scent of the violet.
And the red rose, and the pine;
And at night to spread my grassy bed—
Ah! wouldn’t it he divine?

(i

a Gipsy !
free;
through the world to roam, and to tirnl a home
’Neath every greenwood tree;
To milk my row in the meadow,
Wherever she chanced to stand :
And to have my corn-fields planted
l’v every lad in the land!

< i

for the life ol

So

gloriously

for the life of a Gipsy !
With the dew to fringe my gown ;
And to have the sun for a sweetheart
To eomec and kiss me brown;
To take each little chubby-check
That 1 chose, and call her mine.
And tea'di her to tramp from camp to camp—
Ah1 wouldn’t it be divine?

(>

for the life ol a Gipsy !
To lie in the lazy shades;
And to predict sweet fairingTo all tli village maids;
l’o give them caps of pretty flowers.
And shawls of wool so white,
\nd troops of lovers to sing them -ong\i their window-panes at night!
11

■

for the life of a Gipsy!
To hunt the hare for play;
And to take my trap on my shoulder
And hie away and away—
Away to the tents by the water,
When tin stars began to shine—
To my glad wild crew, with heart- -o true—
All! wouldn’t it be divine?
>

for tin: life of a Gipsy!
To be up at the dawning gray:
\mi to have my 'log. like my shadow.
HesiiU me all the day ;
To have a hat of plaited straw,
Ami a eloak of scarlet dye,
And shoot like a light through the glens al night,
And make the owlets orv !
11

for the life of a Gipsy!
I'o roam the wide world through:
In have the wind for a waiting-maid.
And .the sun for a sweet heart true;
fo say"to my restless conseineee.
Be btill: you are no more mine!
And t.p hold my heart beneath my art—
All' wouldn't it be divine?

11

—

///<O'ce's'

fur Ppri’mhfr

ALONE.
ib that a w itul would call
From the depth- of the leafle-- Wood!
>h that a voice would fall
t 111 the ear of my solitude !
Far away is the sea.
With its sound and its spiril-mue:
Ivor it white clouds flee.
But I am alone, alone.

straight and steady and tall
T he trees stand on their feet:
Fa-t by the old stone Avail
l he moss grows green and sweet:
Hut my heart is full of l'ears,
For the sun shines far away;
And they look in my face through tears
Anil tiie light of a dying day
And mv heart was glad last night
As 1 pressed it with my palm:
li- throb was airy and light
A- it sang some spirit-psalm :
Hut it died away in my breast
A- I wandered forth today—
a bird mu dead on its nest.
A
While others sang on the spray.
ill weary heart of mine,
I- there ever a truth for thee?
Will ever a sttn outshine
ltiit tlie sun that shines on me?
Away, away through the air
T he clouds and the leaves are Mow
And mv heart hath need of prayer.
Fur It sittcth alone, alone.

A BADGER BADGERED.

SmiMVitECKitn. The Gardiner
Reporter
sty’s Capt. John Webb ol that city, arrived
home on Thursday- afternoon, after
.’experiencing many hardships from being wrecked
in the Gulf of St. Lawrence.. His
ship—the
Wasp, a new vessel—left Montreal earlv in
November, loaded with wheat, tor/Bristol
Channel. At four o’clock on the morning of
the 10th of November, a terrible snow storm
raging at the time, the vessel went on the
Shoals, about tour miles from
Manicouagan
land, on the Canadian coast. They remained on the vessel until the next nightpvhen
Capt. Webb and crew, twelve in number,
took to the boats, and after a hard struggle
with the surf finally gained the shore without loss of life.
Tiny were completely covered with ice on landing, the weather being
as cold as it is in this section in midwinter.
The place where they landed was as'wild
ami inhospitable as could be imagined, and
after wandering about in an almost perishing condition, found, about five miles from
shore, a house occupied by two Canadians,
who gave them shelter. The nearest habitation to this was a trading station, about thirty
miles off, belonging to the Hudson Bay Company. and the nearest road was forty miles
further. The shipwrecked men stayed at
this place eleven days, occupying their time,
when possible, in stripping the wreck. Fortunately, on the eleventh day, a boat belonging to the Hudson Bay Company, that had
been delayed much later than usual, happened along, took the shipwrecked men oil',
brought them to Ramouski. a place on the
south side of the gulf. From thence they obtained transportation to Quebec.
it

was

most

singularly

lortunato

that,

jlciu I^bkriiscfflcniS.

COMMON SENSE ! !

LORILLARD S

Yesterday,

at

1 Ft

LORILLARD S

Yacht

the Nicotine has been extracted ; it leaves no disagreeauie Taste, alter smoking; it is very mild, light in
color and weight, hence one pound will last as Jong as ;»
of ordinary tobacco. Jn this brand we also pack orders
every day for lirst quality Meerschaum Pipes, 'fry it
and convince yourselves it is all it claims to be, “thf
I INFST OF Al.I..”

Smoking Tobacco

Chewing Tobacco.

It is
the best

doubt

without

eho.ving

tobacco in the country.

LORILLARDS

I

8 HT I ¥ ¥ 8

I
|

have

now been in general use in the United
States over 110 years.and
still acknowledged “the

wm*rever useu.
vour

It

sale,

ask

storekeeper does not
him to get them; they

have these
are sold by

titled the

bring

e are

articles for

of

PRICES

when purchased at our Store. An examination of the latest style VKIAT/fKEN
and Astradian Cloaks i- -elicited.

MAX Y

first class Cloak Maker of
ten years’ experience lias been secured,
and w.e intend to spare no pains in

New York.

making this department

Double

Business College,

Daris
Sunlight
and Gaslight

L. A.

A

"OUR HOME PHYSICIAN,"

DOLLAK.

P L A I X>
her

ease

at

Vessel for Sale.

Till’, schooner SENATOK,:14 tons O. M.
in good order and well found in sails,
rigging, cable, &c. Will be sold very low.
i:, I?. gakdkk'h,
Buck spot t.

Dr. Ham’s Aromatic

SIMONTOISI BROS & CO.

EPiNGLINES,
LYONS
In

BILLIARDJABLES.
HEJNTELY

HEIMS,
106 SUDBURY STREET,
Boston, Mass-

Manufacturer of BILLIARD TABLES, with the Pa*
lent C ombination Ntrip Cushion, superior

LOOK!

OinosH

vcn'h'tji nnd

The rush in this

1ST ew

Every quality

presented from 30

ets. to

Wo out
F1!MK,

U S T

d

city.

PARLOR

SUITS

I

J CUSTOM
CHAMBER
SETS,

WHAT-NOTS, &c., &c.

of the

of

prices
CHESTNUT

our

RTAGKRKS, SIDE-BOARDS,

our large stock of COMMON FURNI1 TURK, PINE CHAMBER SETS, BEDSTEADS,
TABLES, CHAIRS. &c., &o.

TOOK

at

ami see our prices, so cheap that all
to be undersold in the State.

TOOK
J and not

C. D. FIELD.

Railroad

tils

can

buy

A. B. MATHEWS.

Savings Bank.

IS HEREBY GIVEN, That application
^VJoriCE
_±.^| will be made to the next Legislature of Maine, by

undersigned and associates, for the charter of a Savings Bank, to be located at Belfast, and be called The
Railroad Savings Bank—with the same rights uu3
powers, and subject to the same obligations and restric-

the

tions

as

have

heretofore made with respect to existof the kind in the State of Maine.
A. HAYFORD,
W. II. SIMPSON,
W. T. COLBURN,
S. L. MILLIKEN.
WM. C. MARSHALL,
.1. B. WADLIN,
THOS. W. PITCHER,
J. W. PITCHER,
A. 1>. BEAN,
CHARLES I). FIELD,
H. U. FORBES,
\\ M. B. SWAN.
CHARLES BAKER,
.1. C. THOMPSON,
JOSEPH II. KALEH.

been

ing corporations

I

Belfast, Nov. 23,18(59.

METALLIC CASES
always on harif!

of all

inches.

sizes, from two feet to six feet six

W'AOir CAIKETfi always on hand, or made
to order, and trimmed in t lie LATEST STYLE.
HARD WOOD CAftKETM, ready-made,at LOW
1* KICKS.

(

were

tf 13

Our facilities for transacting this immense business
better than ever before. We have agents in all the
principal cities to purchase goods from the Manufacturers, Importers, and others, for Cash, and often at an
immense sacrifice from the original cost of production.
Our stock consists, in part, of the following goods :

Silver. Dessert Forks, five-bottle
plated Castors. Britannia Bare. Blass
Bare.Table and Pocket Cutlery, in great

variety.
and
German
Elegant French
Fancy
(Woods, Beautiful Photograph Albums, the
in
newest and choicest styles
Morrocco and Velvet Bind
fngs.
Morrocco Trav elling Bags, llnndkr rchief

One Dollar for Each Article.
We do not offer a single article of merchandise, that
can be sold by regular dealers at our price.
We do not
ask you to buy goods from us unless we can sell them
than
obtain
them
in
can
other
you
any
cheaper
way,—
while the greater part of our goods are sold at about

Rates.

good reliable agents in every part of the
Country. By employing your spare time to form clubs
and sending us orders, you can obtain the most liberal
commissions, either in C'asli

Hvi'cliandifte, and
represented, and we guaror

all goods sent by us will be as
antee satisfaction to every one dealing with our house.
As the Holidays are coining, we are making special arrangements to supply every one who reads our advertisement, with the most handsome and useful He liday presents that can be thought ot or wished for, and to enable
them to procure them cheaply and expeditiously; we
will give to any one who will become our Agent, On<>
Uumlrcd Free Tieketfi, enumerating some of tinmany different articles from which you can make your
selection ot Holiday presents.
For returning lull clubs from these Free Tickets, accompanied by the cash, we will give the same extra premiums that we now give, just the same as it you had
paid 10 cents lor each one ot your Tickets. We wish
you to understand that not any other linn in the busiwith us in anv way whatever.
ness can
As these tree tickets are
good lor the Holidays,
must
send
in
you
your orders before the 20th of January, 1870.
In every order amounting to over $50, accompanied by
the cash, the Agent may retain $2.00, and in every order
of over $100, $3.00 may be retained to

compete

more

be found in

May

amination of
is

to assist

Agents

B. MATHEWS.

M

•!

%

For au order of $.*10, from a club of thirty, we
will pay the Agent, as commission, 28 yds. Brown or
Bleached Sheeting, Good Dress Pattern, Wool Square
Shawl. French Cassimere Pants and Vest Pattern, Fine
large White Counterpane, etc., etc., or $3.00 in cash.
For an order of $.»0, from a club ot fifty, we will
pay the Agent, as Commission, 15 yds. Sheeting, One
pair heavy Wool Blankets, Poplin Dress Pattern, Handsome Wool Square Shawl, Silver-Case Watch, etc., etc.,
or $5.00 in cash.
For an order of $100,from a club of one hundred, wc will pay the Agent, as Commission, 100 yds.
good yard-wide Sheeting, Coin-Silver Hunting Case
Watch, Rich Long Wool Shawl, Suit of all Wool French
< ’assimere, etc., etc., or $10 in cash.
We do not employ any Travelling Agents, and custo
tomers should not pay money to persons
be our agents, unless personally acquainted.

purporting

memo homey alwavn by beoi*.

C’O.,
Boston, Mass.
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Boston, and ill druggists.
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Ladits.il you want tlu* !>.•
sl.WI.Ni; M A« MINI
Market, please call at the

STRAW
of S. A, BLACK & CO
Kaitiiue ami thoroughly
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both medically aud surgically, all diseases of tinfemale sex, and they are respectfully invited to call at
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liy Mail $1.00.
I.KHIN. Proprietor,
Melfaat, Maine.
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Ask your Druggist for it, and i f he has n t got it, he
vilt order it for you.
Manufactured by the Franklin Medical Association,
No. 28 Vyinter St., Boston, Mass.
This Association are also Proprietors and Manufacturers of Ur, Foster’s justly celebrated Catarrh Remedy.
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A lull and complete assortment ol ( roceries, which we
invito purehauts to call and examine, ami we will
make prices satisfactory.
WM. B. SWAN.
A. (’UTTFK S1BLKV.
11-4;
Belfast, May 1, 13(50.
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All letters requiring advice must contain
insure an answer.
Boston. Jan. 1 lt>o9—lyr
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the

ot every south
and every man in the land.
Sent under seal, in a plain envelope, to utiv .iddre--,
on receipt ol six cents, or two posragi stamps, b\ addressing the publisher-.
Also, DIL Ol’LN I-.IIMT I L’S Marriage t Kjide.* prie<’
•-if) cents.
Address the publishers,
li I I \ K A « O
i !■ \H. .9 <
122 Banery, Hew Voik. Po-t OUiiHox
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Sewing Machine!

radically.
JOr fills Lecture should be in the hands
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female complaints.
llis medicines are prepared with the express purpose!
of removing all diseases, such as debility, weakness, unnatural suppressions, enlargements of the womb, also all
disenarges which llow f rom a morbid state of the blood.
The Doctor is now fully prepared to treat in his peculiar

Emlieott

••

ill.il

also
to Marriage, f
’ONSIMPTION. Epii.kpsv, ami Fils, iudueed hy -.ritindulgence or sexual extravagance.
*■ nt-.
Ktr Price, in a sealed envelope, only
'l'he celebrated author, in thi* admirable essay, cl- ailj
demonstrates lrom a thirty years' successful practice,
that the alarming consequences of self-abuse may be
radically cured without the dangerous use of internal
medicine or the application of the knife pointing out a
mode of cure at once simple, certain, and etlectual, by
means oi which every sullerer, no matter what his condition my be, may cure himself cheaply, privately, and
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iatulin^

Seminal Weakness.
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highest price paid by

an ex-

accomniodation.
DR. DIX having devoted over twenty years to this
particular branch ol the treatment of all diseases
to females, it is now conceded by all, (both in this country and Europe,) that he excels all other known practicionersinthe safe, speedy and effectual treatment of all
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Stock, and

SAVE THE CHILDREN.
Multitudes ot them sutler, linger, ami die, bteau-.
Tim Worms
The only ellectual remedy lor these u»
troublesome ami dungi rou- ot ill aornr-. i.i child-, n
adults, is louud iu DU. OOl i.l) S 1*1 A WORM >\ KI
Purely vegetable; safe and certain. A valuable eathart
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special

in the

COM1II 1*8 8IOJS:
Agents will be paid ten per cent, in Cash or Merchandise, when they fill up tiiiciii kntirk club, for which
below we give a partial List of Commissions :

lyrlS

■

1

Western and Southern States, but is open to all custom-

PARKER

1

Physical Incapacity, Impediment*

mystery

rno THE LADIES. —The celebrated DR. L, DIX
.A. particularly invites all Ladies who need a Medical or
Surgical adviser, to call at his Rooms, 21 Kndicott St.,
Boston, Mass., which they will liml arranged lor their

ers.

98 & 100 Summer St.,

Endicott St. lb

Revenue, just

GOLD, SILVER.
Coin, Drafts and Bonds,

Sim.kma

Simoiitoii Bros, k Co.

only

especially

21

1

company.
'I'liis consideration gives IW lfa-t < dry Bonds A l.Ri \
A 1>V A A 1 A<iJa over tile bond- <»t town- and citie* who
are subject to this tax, and inaki s them f»v Jar the m
desirable investment In the mark.!.
A early tilty t iiou.-und dollar- !
bond- were »o!J
before the decision ot the Commi.-v-ioner was received-and inverters will tirnl it for their
.o sen t in
advantage
i mmedmtehi as no insurance can be giv.-nlthnt an.
tiling
more than n turn ted ainoun
will tie disposed of at toi mrate*.
I I.MO. I IIORNMKK.
t*,n
City Treasurer

186U— 1 yr

Just,

Hemp Carpetings,!<fcc.

PAY THE EXPRESS CHARGES.
This ofler is

A DECISION ol tic- ( omtai. .-ion* r -.t Interna
recciv. .1, these bond-' are imt
internal revenue tux ot 1 I VI l*KR (KNI, l,k
railroad bonds, or bonds wi n |,V town* or citie- in aid ot
a railroad, or bv
way of a loan ot credit t > u railr.
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J
to the

L<is!» «*r»\ ell * (’elebrated K **;»,*
’on the rtulii'al euro (without medicine of

Toilet Quilts,

Hiikel

Regular

EXEMPf FROM TAXATION!

Manhood: How Lost, How Restored,

Tickings,
Bed Spreads,
Linen Towelling,

Shawls, Blankets, fluilts. Cottons, (Winghams, Dress (Woods, Table Linen, Towels,
Hosiery, (Wloves. Mkirts, Corsets, «Vr., tVt
Silver-Plated Bare, Spoons jilated on

want

Dix,No.

BONDS,

ui

Feathers,

are

We
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an answer.
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over

ONE MILLION DOLLARS.

One-Half the

no

High St

B33I4PAST

l)OW'. Physician and Surgeon, No. 7 Enih
Si.. Boston, is consulted daily for all diseases incident to the female system.
Prolapsus Uteri or
Falling of the Womb, Fluor Albus, Suppression, and
other menstrual derangements, are all treated on new
pathological principles, and speedy relief guaranteed in u
very few days. So invariably certain is this new mode
of treatment, that most obstinate complaints yield under
it, and the alllicted person soon rejoices in perfect health.
Dr. Dow has no doubt had greater experience in tin
cure of diseases of women than any other physician in
Boston.
Boarding accommodations lor patients who may wish
to stay in Boston a tew days under his treatment.
l>r. Dow, since 1845, having confined Ids whole attention to an office prnctiee tor the cur*1 of Private Dis,
and Female Complaints, acknowledge^ n<; -iijm-j i"i
i<
United State".
N. 15.—All letters must contain one l*»i; ,r.
-he; .vil:
not be answered.
Office hours from 8 a. ?.i. to
l*. m.
Boston July 25 18t/>.
lyl
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For full particulars send for Catalogues.
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THOUSAND CASES OF GOODS
shipped from our house in One Year, to fami-

and merchants, in ewry part of Jhe
from Maine to California,amounting in value to

No. 11 Phoenix Row.
FIELD,

CHAttGK

I

H. L. LORD’S.

CAUTION

variety of
articles, so cheap

«rl'or Sale at CALVIN IIEUVKY’S, Agent, Belfast.
JAMES EMERY, Jeweler, Bucksport.
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Spectacles

]^ORTY
lies, clubs,

iusure

garments, Braces, Stockings,
Scarfs, Paper Collars, and

1' 1: D

made arrangements with some of the
leading Publishing Houses, that will enable us to sell
the standard and latest works of popular authors at
about one-half the regular price: such as Byron, Moork,
Bi rns, Milton, and Tknnyson's Works, iufull (lilt
and Cloth Bindings,—and hundreds of others.

Furniture

offered in this
LATEST STYLES

itihi h 1 h

gives

its installments

easy and the Machine tie

to.
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Tlutltint-

Erin’s Miicii Collars ami

<ott

Woolen Gcods, Flannels, Under-

Perfected

nv, and

Favorite

Belfast, July 2.s, isbu.

DR. DI.WS
very moderate. Communications sacredly
and all may rely on him with the strictest
secrecy and confidence, whatever may be the disease, condition or situation of any one, married or sing!*-.
Medicines sent by Mail and Express to all parttin
United .States,
All letters requiring advice must contain tine /;•■ / r to

$1,00.
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the largest stock of
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BLACK ALPACAS.

styles.

LOOK!

No. 11 PHCENIX ROW,
see

L() IT jn'/tu'ft.
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4/rUem. mher that at :»4 llailt street, you
Heed

QUACKS ARE NOT IGNORANT.
Notwithstanding the loregoing facts ure known to
some quack doctors and nostrum-makers, yet, regardless
ot the lilt* and health ol others, there are those among
them .who even perjure themselves, contradicting giving
mercury to their patients, or that it is contained in their
nostrums, so that the “usual fee’’ may be obtained for
prolessedly curing, or “the dollar/'or fraction ot it,”
may be obtained tortile nostrum. It is tlius that many
are deceived, also, and spend large amounts for
expericharges

and (Wlove Boxes. Ac.
(Mold and Plated Jewelry, of the newest

I IS T O

and

POPLINS, &c„

STORE.

iff It Ml.

prices.

lit

PPiLINES,

Units'

Removes from the system the ill effects caused by the excessve use of alcholic liquors, and effectually destroys
the appetite for these stimulants. It gives tone to debilitated mucous surfaces. Effete matter is removed from
the system, thereby restoring it to normal healthlul condition. As a medicine it is quick and effectual, curing
the most aggravated cases of Dyspepsia, Kidney Complaints. and all other Derangements of the Stomach and
Bowels in a speedy maimer. This elegant preparation
has stood the test of years. A wine-glass full before eating will give a good appetite, and prevent all sufferingfrom indigestion. Ladies of weak and delicate constitutions should take the Invigorator three times a day. A
wine glass full before retiring will insure sweet and re
freshing sleep. All the proprietor asks is a trial, and to
induce this he has put up the Invigorator in pint bottles
at 50 cents—quarts, $1,00 Principal Depot, 15 Central
wharf, Boston. Sold bv all druggists.
Solvl in Belfast bv M. A. 1IOWKM A' CO.
In Stockton, by jOlIA W, AHEM and !*■■!». P.
E. RltlRALL.
Iy5

to any now in use, at reduced
All orders promptly attended to.

are

Unfailing Eye Preservers.

C I

of arrangement, &c.
Full instructions given and satisfaction
guarani-. d.
UK1?SF\ \ \Voor»\VAKl»

ness

balance, some of whom die, others grow worse and
ltit to linger and suffer for months or years, until reed or cured, il posssiblc, by competent physicians.
JiU 1

E

relies upon Mkiu

*

t.. secure the or. best
adapt.
their wants.
Ids. mem.-attach, d to flu \ | ». | >
simplicity «>i coustruaien omvm,.-nn ol u- ... m-

patients, in Pills, Drops, &e., so the Nostrummaker, equally ignorant, adds to his so-called Extracts,
.Specific, Antidote, See., both relying upon its effects in
curing a few in a hundred, it is trumpeted in various
ways throughout, the land; but, alas! nothing is said ol
the

when the clcth is

tfl.'

Invigorator

Through
remedy, he

at

lug imeiligeutiy prepar* d

OF QUACK DOCTORS AND
NOSTRUM-MAR ERS.
ignorance of the Quack Doctor, knowing

other
to all his

Machine,

f

important Mut tshould understand the ijuaHties of ,neh. them

to

through false certilicates and references, and recommendations ot their medicines tnj the dead, who cannot expose
or contradict them
or who, besides, to lurthor their impositions, copy from medical books, much that is written
of the qualities and ett'cts of different herbs and plants
and ascribe all the same to their Pills, Extracts, Specifics
See., most of which, il not all,contain Mercury because
of the ancient belief of its “curing everything/' but now
known to “kill more than is cured,' and tho.-M- not
killed, constitutionally injured for life.

no

OTTOMANS.

Belfast.

LAZARUS &

ers

To Females in Delicate Health.

just opened and rendv for inprices Hint will insure rendv

Hayford Block,

know little of the nature and character of special
Diseases, and less to their cure. Some .xhlf.it forged
Diploma" ot Institutions or Colleges, which never c\i.-7- *i
in any part of the world; others exhibit Diplomas ot th.Dead, how obtained, unknown; not only assuming md
advertising In names of those inserted in the diplomas,
but to further their imposition assume names of other celebrated physicians iong since dead.
Neither
deceit ed

the

THIBETS,

LORD'S
\o. lO II

long experience, practice,and observation.
\FFMCTKD AND UN FORTUNATE,
be not robbed and add to your sufferings in
being deceived
the
by
lying boasts, misrepresentations, false promise *< rendering to all classes of people.
and pretentions oi
There are at present many style
FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS,
rious prices in the market m
iking it
who

IGNORANCE

PRICE AND STYLE.
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sale of them.
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suits, in such large quantities
that the

GRAY, A. M., Principal,

Fishing

54 Main Street,
have just received another lot of the
<
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equally good for line or heavy work.
Sewing Machines are too well kn< wn tore.|uiieh
detailed essay on the great advantage.- the\ are
capable

QUAGK N()STRUM-MAJ\EIts,

CLOAKINGS.

knit 2,0000 stitches per minute. Address AMERICAN
KNITTING MACHINE CO.. Lost >n, Mass., or St.
Louis, Mo.

in Waldoboro, built
a hundred years
more than
ago, by the
(iernians, who were the first settlers, is still
AGENTS WANTED
windows
of 4 x 9 glass, For a New Household Work, w hich sells to all classes.
standing. Itsjlwcnty
Now
its square unpainted pews, with seats on
Ready,
three sides, its pulpit, sounding board, and
communion table of pine painted green, remind one of the changes which have taken
a new hand book of family medicine, by GEORGE M.
place in church accommodations. In the HEARD, A. M., M. I).,
lecturer on Nervous Diseases,
near
are
monuments
erected in in the Universary of New York.
cemcteiy
by,
This
work
is
based
on the most recent authorities,
of
two
pastors who died among and brought down to the latest dates, and is
memory
immensely
them: Rev. Frederic Augustus R. B. Ritz, superior
to any medical work now in the field.
Send for
circular. Large commissions paid.
pastor from 1791 to 1811, and Rev. John our It! page
•JKORWK p harken 4k CO.,
William Starman, pastor from 1819 to 1854.
Washington Hi. JBoston.

new

spection.

IMUtTI.ATli. Maine.

of New York;

A SAFE,

A

HERSEY & WOODWARD.

DK. DE\
proudly refers to Professors and respectable Physicianmany oi whom consult him in critical cases, because ol
his acknowledged skill and reputation, attained
through

BRIGHT, (iitEEN AND BEDE

Paisley Shawls
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information address

For full
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International Business College Association,
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STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS.
avoid aud escape imposition ot foreign ami native
more mtmerors in Boston than in other
large
cities,

save

We have the LARGEST ASSORT-

an onn

ment to Waldo.

Soap

tiii:

it cannot be contradicted,
except hi
quacks, who will say or do anything, even perjure themselves. to impose upon patients,) that he

in treatment of Special Diseases, a fact -0 well
known to many Citizens, Publishers, Merchants, hole;
Proprietors, &c\, that he Is much Vecommi lnl.'d, and par
ticularly to

DRESS GOODS.

I

or

Dlt, DIX

boldly asserts, (and

engaged

K 10 0 LOVES.

».\ii

ing no connection with his residence, consequently no
family interruption, so that on 110 account can any person
hesitate applying at his office.

To

ers can

a

FANCY GOODS.

'to THE WORKING CLASS.—We are now
prepared
Jurnish all classes with constant
employment at homo,
the whole of the time or for the-spare moments. Business new, light and
proiitablc. Persons of either sex
easily earn from .iuc. to $5 per evening, and a proportional sum by devoting their whole time to the business.
earn nearly as much as men.
Boys and
That all
who see this notice may send their
address, and test the
business, we make litis unparalleled offer: To such as
are not well satisfied, we will send
$1 to pav for the
trouble of writing. Pull particulars, a valuable
sample,
which will do to commence work on, and a
copy of The
People's Literary Companion—one ot the largest and
best family newspapers published—all sent five
by mail.
Reader, if you want permanent, prolitable work, address
E. C. ALLEN & CD., Avgusta, Maine.

tije BBST.

so

The services of

respectable

Savage’s Ursula,

SEWING MACHINE

raco; Swelling of the Joints; Nervousness; Constitutional nnd other Weaknesses in
youth and the mom ad
vanced, at all ages, of

Is

their custom-

wlierby

Cliargo

THE WEED

NI) SOLITARY HABITS,
Their effects and consequences;
SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS,
Incident to Married and Single Ladies'
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
Mercurial Affections; Eruptions and all diseases of the
oktn, ulcers of the Nose, Throat and body: Pimples on
the

to arrange

their GOODS

on

SELF-ABUSE

OH. Mi. nix s
PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE,
II Emlicott Ntreet, Boston. M.imt,
is so arranged that patients never see or hear each other
Recollect, the 011/1/ entrance to his office is No. 31. hav-

bargains,

Have been INDUCED

WEED! WEED! WEED!

BOTH SEXES, SINGLE OR MARRIED.

•Simonton Bros. &Co.

An imposing display is made in aids
Win. It. Disbrow died. Only a few years
<]<•; arlment.
ago she was the highest and most brilliant on
Every shade and quality can We
the list ot New York belles. Y'csterdav slit*
obtained and every pair warranted.
For the Delicate Skin of Ladies and Children.
died in tin* rear of the fifth story of one ot' i ho
SOLB III All, IiniGGISTti.
most magnificently furnished
and built
houses in the city; and though she owned the
furniture, many thousands of dollars’ worth,
those who by her death became its owners
FOR THE HAIR.
to-day send her at the expense of the eitv of lias a world-wide reputation for restoring the life of dust received new designs and sold cheap.
New York to a home in the Potter's Field. the Hair and permanently
maintaining its beauty.
She was the wife, too, of the lately deceased Should he on every Toilet table.
Wm. II. Disbrow, once the well-known proSOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
prietor of Disbrow’* riding academy. Her Obsekvk—None is (jenuine without the Birch Hark
mother discarded her when sin* married Label and the signature “Allred Savage” round the
against her will. So, deserted by her mother neck.
A generous capital has beon inand robbed in her own home, her body F to
Have Taken 0ver$.‘i.<)00 in three months
be carried to-day to Potthr’s Field, site was
vested
to make this department
from the sale of my Tented lieceij/tn, a good evidence
29 years old, was beautiful,
of their popularity. Send 10 cts. and stamp for
always respecta- circular
sample
to furnish our
and information, to K.
WILLIAMS & CO., attractive, and
ble, and only eighteen months ago her then
Hast Boston, Mass.
fair form wore sl.t.OOo'worth of diamonds
customers with everything from
[N. Y Sun, 2d.
1 or tin first-class new 2 Oetave Piano*.
(fcOQfl
a paper of pins to a bottle of Per4/fciv vlSent on trial. U. S. 1'iaxo Co., New York.
Secretary Bout well last week reeeived'a
letter from Wooster, Ohio, enclosing a draft
or
your Doctor
Druggist for
fcD EET 4%tTOfIH'E—it equals (bitter)
Quinine,
on the. National Bank for S:i p), to he
MTd
placed
by Strarxs, Farr & Co., Chemists, New York.
Lancaster Bed Spreads at 51.50.
to the credit of the conscience fund,
lining an
amount overdrawn on a claim upon the govIIR OLn
Yard Wide Brown Cottons, 12 cts.
Boml St.. !¥. V., treats all priernment.
The writer says to Mr. Boutwell: vate diseases, Seminal emissions, Impotency, &c.
Linen Table Covers. 75 cts.
in
establishment if desired. Thousands of
Hoarding
“Since then 1 have been converted to Jesus," cases
from every State indicate the Doctor’s skill. SealMerino Hosiery, 12 l-2cts.
ed pamphlet 1or 2 stamps.
Merrimac Prints. Remnants, II cts.
A. W. De Laine, 30 cts.
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Linen Finish Paper Collars, 16 cts. per Box.
Oil Cloth Table Covers at attractive prices.
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weather, with safe
plea.-ant medicines.
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before the reader the fol-

in

In a pleasant quiet village, on the line of
the Grand Trunk_llailway, in Maine,'came
mil settled a lawyer whom we will call
Badger, lie was'a man about thirty, or
thereabouts: unmarried; and rather good
looking; though to some his bloodless face,
and lack-lustre eyes, were not pleasant.
This man made much show of legal ability
and affected great sanctimony of manner.
I r. connected himself with the':leading religious society, and soon worked his way to the
•!nijrt»,st. ami best New Yoik rm'vspaf-i-r.
superintendency of the Sabbath School. At
i
!■<> Iy (ikes ir.
'!’||>-.»<» Mi linns: Daily, ??!»; Skm?the end of the year people were divided in
w. kkly,S‘£: u’i.1 Wu.KiGffcl
iiyeur. Alltiik Nr.iv-i
r! ii'ilf-jiriei*. Full nmnrts of markets, agriculture. Farmer
opinion of him, the better portion of the citirnil Fruit Grnwe..-.’ <'luh». ami n complete story in ev.-y
Durzens believing him to be a hypocrite.
Weekly uml Senii-'V. eklv number. A pre.-rnt of vnlmltl'e
plants ami vines to every subscriber; imlucements to cunv.i'sers iinsiiri)•.-seii.
ing the winter the Sabbath School gave an
$l,ntl I.ife Ins'irunees, Grand Pianos,
Mowing Machines, Parlor Organs, Sewing Machines, ,i,v.
entertainment, from which wasrealized three
nmitiiir the nn-mium--. Specimens and 1 i-t- t>*.v. .'•mu
Dvll.tr
and
trv
it.
entrusted
to
which
sum
was
hundred dollars,
I. W. ENGLAND. Publisher Sun. N«-.v
:k.
Badger, and with it he was to purchase books
for the Library, lie went to Portland,thence
to Boston; and when lie came home he told
Agents Wanted
bow lie bad been robbed on board the steam- Fora Xew Illustrated Book of great historical interest,
stirring events and thrilling adventure,
er.
lie bad lost, not only the three hundred
dollars belonging to the Sabbath School but
nearly four hundred of his own. A few .sym- Or, early Times in Hu* llockv Mountain*
and Oregon; with a History of the Country
pathized with him, and believed bis story ; and the
Experiences of a Mountain-Man and Pionut the greater number seriously doubted neer.
By Mrs. Virion, of Oregon. An intensely inhim. And yet no proof could be obtained teresting work, replete with humor, pathos and instruction. Now in press. For circulars and terms, address
against him. He was shrewd and sly, and the Publishers,
t lie fearful ones could only watch and wait
II. W* BLII8 «Y C'O., Hartford, Conn.
in deep disgust. Meantime the man held
tiis head very high in the legal sphere, while
CANVASSING BOOK SENT FREE FOB
in the Sabbath School he wept to think that
by
to- piety and integrity should be doubtedThese tears did much in certain directions, I
1
The March term of the Supreme Judicial
t ourt came on, and in a
very interesting and A WORK descriptive of the M18TERIE8.
MPLEWDORM
and
VIC KM.
exciting case, Badger had been employed VIRTTE9,
lot the defence.
The allegation was the CRIMES of the CITY OF 1»AMM.
It tells how Paris has become the Gayest and most
making and issuing of counterfeit money, Beautiful City in the world ; how its Beauty and Splendmilch nl which bad been circulated through or are purchased at a fearful cost of Misery and Sufferhow visitors are Swindled by Professional Adventthe State.
Among tlie witnesses for the ing;
urers; how Virtue and Vice go arm-in-arm in the Beautiprosecution was Hod. Swift, of Portland,*a ful City; how the most Fearful Crimes are committed
concealed: how money is squandered in useless lux-porting man of the most audacious and em- and
ury; and contains over lf>0 fine Engravings of noted
a
and
man
phatic description;
yet, withal,
Places, Life and Scenes in Paris. Agents wanted. Canbooks sent free. Address NATION AI. Pl’Bw ho was deemed
genial, generous, and kind vassing
LISHING C’O., Boston, Mass.
outside
of
his
hearted
legitimate business,
flu- ease was called, and for a time Badger
fought down the State’s testimony; but when
omen
Swill came to the stand his evidence against
or. tlie I’mler-M orhl of the Great
t be prisoner was crushing.
What could BadCity. The sins of every class of society
exposed. Avoid the Railroad to ruin. Sigger do! While fretting and fuming, a lawyer
nals of danger are up. Moke Money in
from Portland whispered into his ear, that*he
it for Live Agents than any other
lakes three presses all tlie tirad to
Book,
might break down Swift Vcredibility, as he
print fast enough, jOne Agent tool: 1IM orwas known to be one of ihe*most notorious
740 pages, 45 illustrations. Price,
in IO days,
ilrrS
gamblers and blacklegs in the State. Badger |3 50. Agents Wanted. Address N. V. BOOK
The time for cross-questioning Jjq*, 145 Nassau street, N. Y.
was elate.
inivcd, when he commenced thus:
■‘Mr. Swift, whore do you reside?”
■In Portland.”
CERTAIN
■Do you follow any business, or calling,
AND
Ibr a livelihood ?”
Speedy Cure
“Well I think I may say I do.” Hod saxv
IOR
the man’s drift very plainly; and if the lawyer had looked a little more sharply, or had
observed the wicked twinkle of the witness’s
ANI) ALL
eyes, he would have hesitated.
NERVOUS
“What is that business, sir? Please inform
DISEASES.
the jury.”
Its
Effects are
“Tour Honor, must I do it?” asked witness of the Court.
Maqical.
REMEDY for Nkcualcia FatJudge Kent was upon the bench, and with An UNFAILING
imas, olten effecting a perfect cure in a single day. No
a nod, be re plied :
form of Nervous Disease fails to yield to ils wonderful
“1 guess you had better.”
power. Even in the severest cases of Chronic Neuralgia,
I Jut,
said Swill, “you ought to know affecting the system, its use lor a few days affords the
most astonishing relief, and rarely fails to produce a
my business. You have deposited money complete and permanent cure. It contains no materials
degree injurious. It has the unqualified
enough at my bank. Only a month ago you in tne slightest
of the best physicians. Thousands, in every
made a deposit of three or four hundred doll- approval
part of the country, gratefully acknowledged its power
ars.
to soothe the tortured nerves, and restore the failing
My clerk took it—not I.”
“Witness,” questioned the judge,'as the strength. mail on receipt ol
Sent by
price and postage.
lawyer seemed too much astonished to speak, One package
$1.00
Postage 0 cents.
5.00
“to what bank do you allude?”
117
Six packages
It is sold by all dealers in drugs and medicines.
“To the Faro Hank ! your honor.”
TERIHR 4k CO., Proprietorii.
The effect was electric and awful. The
1*20 Treuiont, Street, Hoitou, .Ylaiia.
unfortunate prisoner was convicted; and Badger had made his last appearance in thatcourt. Knit —— Knit -- Knit
That very night he left town
forsgood; and AGENTS WANTED everywhere to sell the AMERIon the following Sabbath a new
superintend- CAN KNITTING MACHINE, the only practical Fament was elected.
ily Knitting Machine ever invented. Price $LV». Will
The

ic
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to be afterwards killed on tin* cars between Montreal and Portland.
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daily packed.

in

Simonton Bros. & Co.

excellent article of
granulated Virginia;
wherever introduced it is
universally admired. It
is put up in handsome
Smoking Tobacco
muslin bags, in winch orders lor Meerschaum Pipes are
is

the GOLD PANIC

Dining

W AN i ED—AGEN IS. $'.*50 per month to sell the only
GENUINE IMPROVED COMMON SENSE FAMILY
SEWING MACHINE Price only $IN. Great inducements to Agents. This is the most popular Sewing
Machine ot the day—makes the lamous “Elastic Lock
Stitch”—will do any kind of work that can be done on
any Machine—100.000 sold and the demand constantly increasing. Now is the time to take an Agency. Send
for circulars.
Beware of infringers.Address
SECOMB & CO., Boston, Mass., Pittsburgh, Pa., or St.
Louis, Mo.

almost everywhere.
through all tin-perils and hardships they ex- I jobbers
Circular of prices mailed on application.
perieneed, not a man was lost, although* one
P. LORILLARD & CO.,
of the crew, having been wrecked several
times previously, escaped all dangers from
Aromatic Vegetable

Burying

GOLD PANIC!

PHILO CHASE,

Counsellor and

Attorney at

I

Law,

14 WALL STREET,
New
Stf

Vovk.

PH A Slol.tKiA
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|„ I ir
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